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As Tosoh Corporation expands globally, 
it is vital that the company and its group 
companies project a strong, consistent 
corporate identity. The Tosoh Corporate 
Visual Identity Guidelines present the 
elements that define Tosoh. These guidelines 
must be followed in all communications 
materials at all times, without exception. 
Only by following the guidelines can we 
ensure that the visual elements that we wish 
for people to identify with Tosoh Corporation 
are applied correctly. 

To ensure that the guidelines are correctly 
implemented and clearly understood, all 
communications materials being produced 
by Tosoh entities worldwide must be 
submitted to the International Corporate 
Development public relations manager at 
Tosoh Corporation before their publication. 
Adhering to these guidelines and this 
protocol guarantees a high standard 
of quality and a clear, consistent, and 
effective corporate visual identity for the 
Tosoh Group.

 
Tosoh Corporate Visual Identity Guidelines

• Provide a consistent and clear visual 
identity for Tosoh Corporation across all 
its sites and operations

• Enhance the effectiveness of the Tosoh 
Group’s image by standardizing key 
applications

• Project a professional and reliable image 
for the Tosoh Group

Tosoh Corporate Visual Identity Guidelines
About the Guidelines 
The image people have of a company is formed from visual information presented through 
that company’s publications, advertising, website, stationery, and other visual media.
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Using the Guidelines
The standards that appear in the Tosoh 
Corporate Visual Identity Guidelines 
should be regarded as working tools 
designed to assist affiliated members, 
namely subsidiary operations within the 
Tosoh Group.

The Corporate Visual Identity Guidelines 
consist of the following parts:

Core Elements

Concerns the fundamental elements that 
are used in all Tosoh media

Design Systems

Identifies the design systems appropriate 
to a particular application, with guidelines 
for style and communication using the 
signature system

Web Guidelines

Provides visual identity standards and 
the tools for Tosoh Group companies 
to achieve a consistently branded web 
presence

Office Applications & Templates

Sets out rules for specific, in-house 
materials

Guidelines for Use of the Logo
The guidelines apply to the following 
business operations:

1. An overseas subsidiary operation in 
which Tosoh Corporation holds more 
than a 50% ownership interest

2. An overseas affiliate operation in which 
Tosoh Corporation holds up to a 50% 
ownership interest and whose company 
name includes the Tosoh name

Specific use of the Tosoh logo by other 
organizations associated with Tosoh 
Corporation or its affiliated operations is to 
be decided by Tosoh Corporation. 

Tosoh Corporate Visual Identity Guidelines
About the Guidelines (cont.)

Queries
Should you have any questions regarding 
the contents of these guidelines, please 
contact:

Michael Hoover 
Senior Manager 
International Corporate Development 
Tosoh Corporation 
3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623 
Japan 
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118  
Michael.Hoover@tosoh.com

Jeff Markley 
Global Web Brand Manager 
International Corporate Development 
Tosoh Corporation 
3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623 
Japan 
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118  
Jeff.Markley@tosoh.com
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Emphasizing the brand’s image and 
making it recognizable throughout the 
world forms a strong visual link between 
all of our group operations and increases 
brand awareness among the public.

Visual identity gives our corporate 
image a unique value and potential, 
provided it is applied systematically 
and in accordance with a set of clearly 
defined rules. All of Tosoh’s activities 
must therefore comply with these rules, 
commonly known as the Corporate Visual 
Identity Guidelines. These guidelines are 
organized into four sections.

The first section, Core Elements, contains 
information concerning the fundamental 
elements that are used throughout all 
Tosoh media.

Design Systems, the second section, 
contains a set of guidelines that dictate 
how all materials used in marketing 
and external communications should 
be created. Example applications 
include advertising, product brochures, 
informational posters, and details 

regarding the acceptable use of color, 
typefaces, and photography.

Web Guidelines, the third section, 
introduces the corporate website and 
system and provides standards to assist 
in developing a website. This is a stand-
alone section that also may be used in 
conjunction with the Corporate Visual 
Identity Guidelines overall.

The fourth section, Office Applications 
& Templates, contains standards that 
specify what is required when creating 
material for use in office environments, 
from acceptable business card formats to 
stationery and signage. Digital templates 
are available for some applications.

Conforming to these guidelines is very 
important. They are essential to projecting 
a strong and consistent brand image for 
the Tosoh Group.

 Caution
The design of all marketing communications materials must be approved for corporate identity considerations 
by International Corporate Development, Tosoh Corporation.

Tosoh Corporate Visual Identity Guidelines
Overview
The aim of Tosoh’s visual identity is consistency. The company must be easily 
identified regardless of where or with what media it communicates.

The Basics

 
 
Corporate Mark   
 

 
 
Corporate Logotype 
 

 
 
Combination System  
 

 
 
Tagline  
 

The Chemistry of Innovation

See 1.01 on p. 6

See 1.02 on p. 10

See 1.03 on p. 13

See 1.05 on p. 17
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The corporate mark consists of two graphic elements: the Tosoh symbol and 
the Tosoh logotype. The two elements should always remain a single unit. The 
logotype must appear directly below the symbol. To maintain the integrity of 
the corporate mark, the proportions and spacing should never be altered. The 
official color of the Tosoh symbol is red, and the Tosoh logotype is black (see 
page 7 for color details). With preapproved vector artwork, the corporate mark 
may be any size above a specific minimum (see page 8 for details). 

 Caution
An outside organization’s right to use the corporate mark is subject to the discretion of Tosoh 
Corporation, the legal proprietor of the corporate mark. Affiliated bodies of Tosoh Corporation 
must not register the corporate mark in any country or on any application field on behalf of Tosoh 
Corporation. Legal registration of the corporate mark is the sole authority of the Tosoh Corporation 
Patent Office. 

 Restrictions
The Tosoh logotype (company name) has been specially created and therefore should not be typed into 
a template. If you do not have access to the preapproved artwork, please contact the public relations 
manager in International Corporate Development, Tosoh Corporation.
The stand-alone logotype (Tosoh) should  
never be placed to the right of the symbol.
This use is only authorized when producing  
materials in Japanese in Japan.

Core Elements
1.01 Corporate Mark 
The corporate mark is the core of the Tosoh Corporate Visual Identity 
Guidelines. Always a single unit, it expresses Tosoh’s vision of the ideal 
through its precise lines and curves. 

Figurative Meaning of the Corporate Mark
The corporate mark symbolizes our corporate philosophy. 
It is, in other words, an expression of Tosoh’s vision of the 
ideal. The curved lines, with their inherent warmth, represent 
“the realization of happiness,” a major goal for us, as well as 
the Tosoh management philosophy of putting people first. 
The square in the center expresses the advanced nature of 
Tosoh’s technology, which underpins the chemical revolution 
the company is advancing, and represents the outstanding 
quality of Tosoh products. The right-angle cut at the top left 
portrays an image of contributing to society, Tosoh’s basic 
stance toward the outside world, and adds to the originality 
of the mark. The Tosoh red corporate color symbolizes the 
Tosoh spirit that guides us in our ceaseless efforts to realize 
the ideal. The corporate mark is the most basic element of 
our Visual Identity Guidelines.

Tosoh Symbol

Tosoh Logotype
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Corporate ColorsTo ensure a consistent look and 
to strengthen our brand image, 
we need to use color carefully. 

 Restrictions
With the exception of black, tints of the 
main corporate color compromise the 
strength of the brand and are strictly 
forbidden. 

 Caution
White space is essential to overall 
branding. White space communicates 
that Tosoh is a fresh, clean, and 
straightforward organization. We 
encourage the use of white space in all 
communications material.

PANTONE® 
PMS 186 C

DIC 
F101 (Coquelicot)

CMYK 
C0 M100 Y80 K0

RGB 
R227 G3 B45

HEX 
#E3032D

Core Elements
1.01 Corporate Mark Color
Our corporate colors should be the first brand  
colors people see in all our communications. 

Standard Color Usage

Tosoh Red

One-Color Usage Monotone Usage

Black

PANTONE® 
PMS Black 5 C

DIC 
582

CMYK 
C0 M0 Y0 K100

RGB 
R0 G0 B0

HEX 
#000000

Tosoh Red

Black

 Restrictions
One-color usage in colors other 
than Tosoh red compromises the 
strength of the corporate mark 
and is not acceptable.

White on dark   Black on light

100% 0%

80% 20%

60% 40%
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Core Elements
1.01 Corporate Mark Specifications

Exclusion Area Minimum WidthFor optimal legibility, the corporate 
mark must appear no narrower 
than 8 mm (or 45 pixels for on-
screen viewing) in width.

 Caution
For overall good quality, the resolution of 
the Tosoh corporate mark is important.
With standard offset printing (using vector 
artwork), the resolution should be no less 
than 120 lpi (lines per inch) or 300 dpi (dots 
per inch) when printed on high-quality 
coated paper. Please consult with your 
printing agency for optimal quality. For on-
screen viewing (using bitmap artwork), the 
resolution should be no less than 72 dpi.

As a general rule, when the 
corporate mark is used as a single 
element keep the exclusion area 
free of any graphics, text, or 
images. The exclusion area is 2 
times the length of a, as defined in 
the diagram on the right.

 Exceptions
Exceptions to this general rule are described 
in their respective sections within the Tosoh 
Corporate Visual Identity Guidelines.

8 mm 45 px

a 2 a2 a

2 a

2 a
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Core Elements
1.01 Corporate Mark Restrictions

It is very important to maintain 
consistency with the corporate 
mark. A few examples have 
been provided to show 
specifically what is acceptable 
and what is not.

TOSOH

Do not change 
the color of the 
corporate mark 
elements.

Do not fade  
out the 
corporate mark.

Do not use  
the Tosoh 
symbol as  
an image box.

Do not place the 
corporate mark 
on a colored 
background.

Do not place the 
corporate mark  
on a patterned  
background or 
image.

Do not change 
the typeface 
of the Tosoh 
logotype.

Do not replace  
the Tosoh logotype 
with a corporate 
logotype. 

Do not increase the 
space between the 
symbol and the logo-
type or use them 
independently of one 
another.

Do not place 
the logotype to 
the right of the 
symbol.

Do not  
outline the  
corporate mark.

Do not use the 
Tosoh symbol 
as a graphic 
element.

Do not make the 
corporate mark 
smaller than the 
minimum size. 

Do not use the corporate 
mark within text or try  
to replicate it within text.  
Use sentence case  
—Tosoh—only.

Do not change 
the proportions 
of the corporate 
mark elements.

            Corporation nse 
quatum ver si. Ud mag 
nim ven.

Acceptable Usage Unacceptable Usage

Do not add 
effects to the  
corporate mark.
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 Caution
Should you require a logotype that has not been created, 
please contact the public relations manager in International 
Corporate Development, Tosoh Corporation.

 Restrictions
Because each corporate logotype has been specially 
designed, simply typing them is prohibited. Always use 
the preapproved artwork available from International 
Corporate Development, Tosoh Corporation. Additionally, 
if Tosoh Corporation or a subsidiary name is to be used as 
a part of body text the corporate logotype is to be treated in 
sentence style, with no full capitalization.

Core Elements
1.02 Corporate Logotype
The corporate logotype is used when indicating  
the official company or subsidiary name. 

The standard corporate logotype is horizontal. 
The corporate logotype should always be seen 
together, on the same page or as a unit, with 
the corporate mark.

Standard Corporate Logotype (international) Subsidiary and Foreign-Alphabet Corporate Logotypes

Tosoh America, Inc. 
Tosoh Asia Pte. Ltd.
Tosoh Bioscience
Tosoh Corporation (English)
Tosoh Corporation (Chinese)
Tosoh Corporation (Japanese)
Tosoh Europe B.V.
Tosoh Europe N.V.
Tosoh Finechem Corporation
Tosoh F-Tech, Inc. 
Tosoh (Guangzhou) 

Chemical Industries, Inc.

The following corporate logotypes are available for use:

Tosoh Hellas A.I.C.
Tosoh Nikkemi Corporation
Tosoh Organic Chemical Co., Ltd.
Tosoh Polyvin Corporation
Tosoh Quartz, Inc.
Tosoh (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Tosoh SMD, Inc.
Tosoh SMD Korea, Ltd.
Tosoh SMD Taiwan, Ltd.
Tosoh SMD, Shanghai, Co. Ltd.
Tosoh Specialty Chemicals USA, Inc.
Tosoh USA, Inc.

            Corporation nse quatum ver si. Ud mag nim ven.
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Core Elements
1.03 Signature System
The corporate mark and corporate logotype work as a set according to the application.

Allowable Proportions of Signature System*

The combination of the corporate mark and the company name (signature system) should be used in all 
marketing communications tools. As can be seen in the examples, projects such as brochures, reports, and 
advertising require that the corporate mark is placed in the upper left corner of a page, while the company  
name is centered at the bottom of the page. 

PRODUCT NAME®

Dolestrud ex erostie dunt vendigna conse

DOLESTRUD EX ERDUNT

PRODUCT NAME®

Dolestrud ex erostie dunt vendigna conse

DOLESTRUD EX ERDUNT

PRODUCT NAME®

Dolestrud ex erostie dunt vendigna conse

DOLESTRUD EX ERDUNT

PRODUCT NAME®

Example of Signature System in Use

Signature System

a

a0.666 a

    Restriction
In marketing communications tools, the company name should not be placed to the right of the corporate 
mark (please see 2.03 Applications for Product Brochures, page 23). The location to the right of the 
corporate mark is to be left completely clear. The only time that the corporate name may be placed to 
the right of the corporate mark is for such applications as business cards or where space is not available 
elsewhere. 

Minimum size in proportion 
to corporate mark

Maximum size in proportion 
to corporate mark

PRODUCT NAME®

Dolestrud ex erostie dunt vendigna conse

DOLESTRUD EX ERDUNT

*Please see 2.02 Graphic Conventions for Placement, page 20, for 
further details on the allowable placement for the signature system.
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Core Elements
1.03 Alternative Signature System
The alternative signature system is optional for applications where 
real estate is at a premium, such as posters and advertising.

Etum vulla faccummy nonum dignit ex erostie dunt ve. Tum nulpute volor 

autet lam, quis augiam dolore magna feu feu feui tet loreet, quam, vnosto 

dipis euis num quam velis euis nim quipsus ciduisreet, m aute. Lor ilisit, 

quipit vel inim num quis duissit lor sustisi te delit iustie feugiam.

Facinit iustisis nons Tel: +81-3-5427-5118
Ut ute ea famy nos dignit www.tosoh.com ‘10 ‘11‘95 ‘06 ‘07 ‘08 ‘09 ‘12

(Metric Tons per Year)

800

600

400

0

200

DOLORE MAGNA FEU

FY

Etum vulla faccummy nonum dignit ex erostie dunt ve. Tum nulpute volor 

autet lam, quis augiam dolore magna feu feu feui tet loreet, quam, vnosto 

dipis euis num quam velis euis nim quipsus ciduisreet, m aute. Lor ilisit, 

quipit vel inim num quis duissit lor sustisi te delit iustie feugiam.

Facinit iustisis nons Tel: +81-3-5427-5118
Ut ute ea famy nos dignit www.tosoh.com ‘10 ‘11‘95 ‘06 ‘07 ‘08 ‘09 ‘12

(Metric Tons per Year)

800

600

400

0

200

DOLORE MAGNA FEU

FY

PRODUCT NAME®

Dolestrud ex erostie dunt vendigna conse

DOLESTRUD EX ERDUNT

0.8 a
0.8 a

a

Allowable Proportions of Alternative Signature System*Alternative Signature System Example of Alternative Signature System in Use

*Please see 2.02 Graphic Conventions for Size, page 21, for further 
details on the allowable placement for the alternative signature system.
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a 

align
a

Combination System Specifications

a

Exclusion Area for the Combination System

a

a

a

a a

A two-line version of the combination system 
is available to accommodate longer subsidiary 
logotypes. These logotypes should be in a single 
row when used with the signature system.

Core Elements
1.03 Combination System

When there are space constraints, it may be 
necessary to position the corporate logotype 
next to the corporate mark. This should only  
be done with items such as business cards  
or where space is not available elsewhere.  
All other communications should use the 
signature system.

Combination System

Combination System (two-line version)

Combination System (two-line version) Specifications

a 

align
aa

0.333 a
a
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Hoefler Text Roman 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Hoefler Text Bold 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Hoefler Text Italic 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890

Secondary Font 
For use within body text only

Univers 45 (Light) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Univers 55 (Roman) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Univers 65 (Bold) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Univers 47 (Light Condensed) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Univers 57 (Condensed) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Univers 67 (Bold Condensed) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890

Core Elements
1.04 Typefaces for Design Use
Our fonts are also a major part of the unification of our brand. 

Primary Font 
For media such as posters,  
advertising, annual reports, etc.

TOSOH CORPORATION    ANNUAL REPORT 200752

RESPONSIBLE  
CARE REPORT

11

Recycling

RECYCLING IN CEMENT MANUFACTURING

Cement production involves pyrogenic and finishing processes. 

A special advantage of the pyrogenic (kiln) process is that the 

temperatures of 1,500°C involved allow substitution of materials 

with the same components* as cement for cement raw materials 

and fuel, without generating toxic substances.  Tosoh makes 

effective use of coal ash and gypsum generated in-house as 

industrial by-products and disposes of its own combustible waste. 

Its operations use approximately 500 thousand tons of materials, 

including slag, sludge, scrap tires from outside companies and 

refuse-derived fuel (rdf) from the community. All the calcium 

sulfate used as an additive in the finish grinding process is, 

moreover, provided by internally generated by-products.

Additionally in June of 2007, Tosoh installed a Chlor-Bypass 

system and thus was able to begin processing waste plastics that 

contain polyvinyl chloride resins.  The Chlor-Bypass system sends 

gas containing chlorinated dust outside the production line for 

additional uses and then returns it as a raw material for cement.  

The facilities allow for the processing of waste materials that contain 

a high level of chlorine.  Tosoh will continue to search for recycling 

solutions to reduce waste and more effectively utilize resources. 

 

 

 

Refuse-derived Fuel (RDF)

Refuse-derived fuel (rdf) is produced by solidifying household waste. 
Tosoh cooperates with the environmental administration of Shunan, 
Yamaguchi Prefecture, by using all the rdf produced by the city’s Phoenix 
fuel production facility at its cement plant in the nearby Nanyo Complex.

Halogen Recycling Facilities

Tosoh also operates a dedicated facility for recycling chlorine and bromine 
from various types of liquid waste generated by the Group and from waste 
liquid recovered from manufacturers of pharmaceuticals, agricultural 
chemicals and other chemicals. The recovered chlorine and bromine serve 
as base materials for vcm and flame retardants, and the heat released in the 
recycling process is employed to generate steam as a power resource.

Recycling Facility for Salt By-Products  

from Ethylene Amine Production

Tosoh has developed a proprietary process to make effective use of salt 
by-products from ethyleneamine production by recovering and purifying 
the salt and recycling it in its electrolysis operations. The process involves 
heating the salt to remove organic impurities and refining it to a high 
level of purity. The facilities at the Nanyo Complex recycle approximately 
100,000 tons of salt annually, thus reducing COD (Chemical Oxygen 
Demand).

* Raw materials such as calcium oxide (calx), silicon dioxide, aluminum oxide  
   and hydrated ferric oxide.

Print Example of Primary and 
Secondary Fonts in Use

Univers 55 (Roman)
Univers 65 (Bold)
Hoefler Text Roman

The use of a professional graphic 
designer or agency is recommended 
to produce communications materials 
of the highest-possible quality for 
distribution outside the group. 
Designers are to use the primary 
(Univers) and secondary (Hoefler) 
fonts indicated on this page, with the 
secondary font reserved for body text 
only. The font designation for in-
house use is Arial, as indicated on the 
following page. 
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Core Elements
1.04 Typefaces for In-House Use

Arial Regular 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Arial Bold 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
ABCDEFGHIJKLM1234567890

All communications materials for 
distribution solely in-house and produced 
in-house by people other than designers 
should use only the Arial font. In-house 
projects include letters, invoices, e-mails, 
news releases, faxes, and any materials 
generated solely inside Tosoh. 

In-House Font 
For office use, such as letters, 
invoices, e-mails, news releases, 
faxes, PowerPoint presentations, etc.

3-8-2 Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623, Japan
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 
E-mail: info@tosoh.com Web: www.tosoh.com 

March 25, 2008

Dear Sir/Madam

Re. The standard Lorem Ipsum passage, used since the 1500s

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, felis bibendum lorem eros at nibh, netus quam cras nulla eu, ultrices 
oreet integer consectetuer quos, ante lorem orci vestibulum libero. Eros lacus, per eros, fringilla 
adipiscing malesuada mauris nibh fringilla tempus. Et class ut aliquet augue, lorem tempus viverra 
ante fringilla vel, pellentesque nunc id in etiam rutrum, turpis dolor vel sit vestibulum, mi libero vel. 
Tristique urna nunc eveniet sit nec, justo dui mauris scelerisque vel lectus est, massa auctor luctus 
etiam interdum vestibulum arcu, sed ac tellus iaculis. Potenti mollis placerat sed ut ac enim.

Erat ut rutrum mi sit, placerat commodo, consequat duis porta non donec arcu ad. Erat sed, orci 
interdum pede sed mauris tincidunt, ipsum purus molestie parturient turpis. Fusce eget, proin 
tellus conubia wisi orci placerat vehicula, lectus ipsum neque sollicitudin semper et, diam egestas 
nulla suspendisse. Sit eget vel nec, posuere mus felis cras ac nunc, sed platea eget, tincidunt vel 
non. Proin massa purus scelerisque rhoncus eget, in vestibulum turpis tincidunt scelerisque 
aliquam suspendisse, aliquam in tempus nunc esse sociis ea, duis fermentum mauris vulputate, 
orci placerat dapibus condimentum in. Donec justo leo mauris consectetuer in, dolor rhoncus, leo 
tempor tempus hymenaeos doloribus a, et quam nam libero neque bibendum.

Fermentum eget quis nunc nonummy urna, ipsum pharetra placerat posuere sed. Dolor nulla 
natoque, sed id. Eu mauris sed aliquet vehicula viverra, ut tristique habitasse, donec ornare odio 
pariatur, amet pretium amet cum ante venenatis. Aenean dictum quisque. At ante vel est. Lacus 
posuere maecenas bibendum, orci gravida amet, tempus maecenas phasellus, scelerisque in et 
justo, mauris sed in curabitur condimentum augue nec. Congue proin massa eu viverra, nec nibh 
et nec in nulla. Suscipit semper in lectus.

Augue eros mauris dis faucibus consectetuer, sapien vitae nunc sollicitudin, congue eget vitae, 
proin gravida ac blandit, interdum vehicula rhoncus donec ut sed. Augue mauris nunc urna, diam 
bibendum varius cras volutpat, auctor risus mauris ornare proin. Odio etiam pede nibh, egestas 
dolor sodales, ac mi neque ligula diam sit, eu dis nulla et tortor. Nibh a atque a consectetuer, 
fringilla massa at sit lectus itaque lacus, diam rhoncus dui lorem tincidunt vitae vitae. Urna id diam 
sem tempor dui, lacinia gravida ipsum nulla vehicula, vivamus suscipit tincidunt, nam aenean 
ligula blandit. Dui libero pellentesque tortor, purus volutpat tempus quam, massa arcu, amet.

Yours Sincerely,

John Smith
Manager
Public Relations
Corporate Strategy and Planning

Example of In-House  
Font in Use

Arial Regular
Arial Bold
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All foreign-alphabet fonts should 
be in a sans serif style. This 
means that they should be a 
simple, modern form, without 
short, light lines projecting from 
the tops or bottoms of the main 
strokes that make up letters.

Chinese
Simhei

Japanese

日本語あいうえおアイウエオ

1234567890

Greek
Arial Greek

Russian (Cyrillic)
Arial Cyrillic MT 

Core Elements
1.04 Typefaces for Foreign-Alphabet Fonts

MS Gothic (Osaka for Mac)
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Core Elements
1.05 Taglines
Consistent treatment of the tagline strengthens the overall brand image.

Corporate Tagline with Corporate Mark*

The Chemistry of Innovation

A tagline is a phrase or sentence that 
becomes associated with the group 
through repetition. The corporate tagline, 
“The Chemistry of Innovation,” can be 
used in conjunction with the corporate 
mark or entirely on its own, on, for 
example, business cards. 

 Caution
The tagline should never be used on permanent signage. 
Also, if a division has decided to use its own tagline, 
the division’s tagline is never to appear alone with the 
corporate mark. It is acceptable to use the divisional 
tagline in applications that use the combination 
system shown to the right. The combination system is 
introduced on page 13. 

Please note that there is only one tagline in existence; 
the corporate tagline (The Chemistry of Innovation). 
Taglines are limited to one per division or product line, 
and any new tagline needs to be approved before use.

 Restrictions
A division tagline cannot be used when the corporate 
tagline is displayed.

The Chemistry of Innovation

a

0.5 a
0.5 a

Corporate Tagline with Corporate Mark Specifications

Univers 47  
Light Condensed
(Arial Narrow if necessary)

Horizontal Placement Specifications

a

Univers 47  
Light Condensed
50% Black
(Arial Narrow if necessary)

The Chemistry of InnovationThe Chemistry of InnovationThe Chemistry of InnovationThe Chemistry of Innovation

The Chemistry of Innovation

Corporate Tagline with Combination System Specifications

a a
0.5 a
0.75 a Univers 47  

Light Condensed
(Arial Narrow if necessary)

*Center alignment is also acceptable.

Corporate Tagline with Combination System

The Chemistry of Innovation

Corporate Tagline with Corporate Logotype*

The Chemistry of Innovation

Horizontal Placement

The Chemistry of Innovation

The Chemistry of Innovation

Corporate Tagline with Corporate Logotype Specifications

a
0.5 a
0.75 a Univers 47  

Light Condensed
(Arial Narrow if necessary)
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Core Elements
1.06 Business Unit Text

Example Business Unit  
with Corporate Logotype*

In some instances, it is necessary to identify a 
specific business unit. For example, the Tosoh 
Bioscience brand name covers different 
product lines for different customers, and 
therefore the business unit designation is 
required (e.g., Separations Business Unit). 

 Caution
The business unit should only appear under the corporate 
logotype or within the combination system (never under 
the corporate mark or by itself ). 

 Restrictions
When a business unit name is displayed, the tagline 
should not be used. 

Example Business Unit with 
Combination System

Separations Business Unit

Separations Business Unit

Separations Business Unit

a
0.5 a
0.75 a

a

Separations Business Unit

Business Unit with Combination 
System Specifications

Business Unit with Corporate 
Logotype Specifications

Univers 47  
Light Condensed
(Arial Narrow if necessary)

Univers 47  
Light Condensed
(Arial Narrow if necessary)

*Center alignment is also acceptable.

a
0.5 a
0.75 a
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Design Systems
2.01 Secondary Information Text
Information other than the company name (division name, department, postal and e-mail 
addresses, and URLs) should also be treated with continuity for all subsidiaries.

Left Aligned

Tosoh Corporation
3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623, Japan
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 
info@tosoh.com  www.tosoh.com

It is important to place secondary information (and the 
subsidiary legal entity name if needed) away from the 
corporate mark to give the brand more dominance through 
the surrounding white space. For roman text, use Univers 
55 Roman (Arial Regular is an acceptable alternative for PC 
users). For text in non-roman fonts, select the equivalent 
sans serif typeface from page 14.

Tosoh Corporation
3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623, Japan

Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 
info@tosoh.com  www.tosoh.com

Centered

 Caution
Please note the conventions for denoting telephone numbers (Tel:) and 
facsimile numbers (Fax:). All secondary information text is to be treated 
in sentence case (no full capitalization). For optimal space between the 
lines, leading should always be 1.3 times larger than the font size (e.g., 7 pt 
text should have 9.1 pt leading). 

 Restrictions
When the name “Tosoh” is used in text, do not try to replicate the 
corporate logotype. The name is to be typed in sentence case, in the same 
weight as the address text in the examples to the right.

            Corporation nse quatum ver si. Ud mag nim ven.

 Caution
The font size should be no smaller than 5 pt and no larger than 9 pt. 
Company and subsidiary names, when included, can be up to 11 pt. 
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Design Systems
2.02 Graphic Conventions for Placement
For all marketing communications items, the corporate mark 
should be used as a stand-alone graphical element.

 Caution
The space between the corporate logotype and the page edge can vary depending on the size of the media.  
For items A3 size and smaller, 1.5 times the proportion of a is required. Large formats require 2 times the 
proportion of a. This will lift the corporate logotype from the bottom of the page and give better visual balance.

a

Corporate Mark 
(top left corner):

2 a

2 a

Standardized placement of the corporate 
mark in marketing communications items 
will help to unify the overall Tosoh brand 
image. The corporate mark and corporate 
logotype should appear as stand-alone 
elements for covers, advertisements, 
brochures, posters, etc., following these 
guidelines. It is important that the message 
is coming from the Tosoh Group, with the 
subsidiary acting as additional information.

~  Exceptions
The corporate logotype does not need to be placed 
bottom center on the publication if it is placed on the 
back of the publication. However, the communication 
area indicated on page 21 remains the same.

Corporate Logotype (bottom center)
(size in relation to a):

1.5 a

centered on page

2 a

The size of the corporate 
logotype will vary 
depending on the size of 
the media. See 2.02 Graphic 
Conventions for Size, page 
21, for more details.

bottom of page
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Design Systems
2.02 Graphic Conventions for Size
Use this basic guide to size elements in different formats for general marketing use.

594 x 420 mm (A2) 420 x 297 mm (A3) 297 x 210 mm (A4) 210 x 148 mm (A5)

2 a

a

2 a

2 a (24 mm)

(In this case a = 12 mm)

(24 mm)

(24 mm)

2 a (24 mm)
(8 mm)0.666 a

2 a (24 mm)

1.5 a (15 mm)
(6.66 mm)0.666 a

1.5 a (15 mm)

1.5 a
a

(9 mm)
(6 mm)

1.5 a (9 mm)

a (4 mm)

(6 mm)
1.5 a

(6 mm)
1.5 a

(In this case a = 10 mm)

2 a

a

2 a (20 mm)

(20 mm)

2 a
(20 mm)

2 a

a
(In this case a = 6 mm)

(12 mm)2 a

(12 mm)

2 a
(12 mm)

2 a

a
(In this case a = 4 mm)

2 a (8 mm)

(8 mm)

2 a
(8 mm)

Tosoh symbol 36 x 36 mm Tosoh symbol 30 x 30 mm
Tosoh symbol 18 x 18 mm

Tosoh symbol 12 x 12 mm

A grid has been developed to help with the clean 
placement of elements. The communication area is to  
be broken up into five equally spaced horizontal blocks,  

as indicated on each size example. 

 Caution
The communication area and grid denote the content area (see specific 
applications for more details); however, white space should be dominant. 
Therefore, these guidelines are an example only of the grid rather than 
an indication of an area to fill with content. Within this horizontal grid, 
main images should be no smaller than two rows in height.

Communication area

Communication area

Communication area

Communication area
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Design Systems
2.02 Graphic Conventions for Size (cont.)

Alternative Signature System
Based on A4 graphic convention

1.5 a 1.5 a

1.5 a

The grid system for the alternative 
signature system is broken into ten equally 
spaced horizontal blocks, as indicated 
to the right. The bottom block is used to 
display the signature. This system allows 
for a larger communication area. 

The logotype and web address in the 
signature can be replaced with that of the 
respective subsidiary, as shown below.

~  Exceptions
For the alternative signature system, the minimum 
exclusion area is 1.5 proportions of a for the area 
around the corporate mark.

Web address:  
Univers 45 Light, 12.2 pt Center placement a

Communication area
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Design Systems
2.03 Applications for Marketing Materials
When creating marketing materials, clean and simple is best.

For the convenience of this 
example, an A4 proportional 
format has been used. If 
another format is used  
(e.g., letter size), employ 
the guidelines for a size that 
most closely approximates 
the format used.

Cover Inside Pages

Free area 
(same grid 
as cover)

Free area (simple 
page numbers are 
an exception)

02 03

2 a

1.5 a

1.5 a

2 a

a

a

3 a 3 a3 a 3 a2 a

(Text margin) (Text margin) (Text margin) (Text margin) (Text margin) (Text margin)

(44 mm)

(24 mm)

Based on A4 graphic convention

2 a

Tosoh symbol 18 x 18 mm

Communication area Communication area Communication area
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PRODUCT NAME®

Dolestrud ex erostie dunt vendigna conse

DOLESTRUD EX ERDUNT

PRODUCT NAME®

Dolestrud ex erostie dunt vendigna conse

DOLESTRUD EX ERDUNT

PRODUCT NAME®

Dolestrud ex erostie dunt vendigna conse

DOLESTRUD EX ERDUNT

PRODUCT NAME®

Design Systems
2.03 Applications for Marketing Materials (Examples)

Layout option: Image can span three to five rows from the top Layout option: Image can span three to five rows from the 
bottom left corner

Boxed Images
Based on A4 graphic convention

Contoured Images
Based on A4 graphic convention
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Design Systems
2.03 Inside Corporate Mark Page Tags
Product catalogs and other publications sometimes require that a logo mark tag 
be placed on inside pages.  

The logo mark tags can 
be placed in any four of 
the corners of inner page 
spreads, vertically only 
within the top and bottom 
“free areas” and horizontally 
within the text margins. 
This is where a is specified 
through the logo on the 
cover. The tags should only 
be placed in the outside 
margins of spreads, never 
in the inside gutters. There 
should only ever be one page 
tag per spread.

Inside Pages

3 a 3 a

(Text margin) (Text margin)

Free area
(24 mm)

Free area
(24 mm)

Cover (reference only)

a

Based on A4 graphic convention

 Note
It is recommended that the inside 
page tags be kept at the corporate 
mark minimum size (width 8 mm).

 Caution
Always keep in mind the corporate 
mark exclusion area when adding 
an inner page logo tag.

Tosoh symbol 18 x 18 mm
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Design Systems
2.03 Inside Corporate Mark Page Tags (cont.)

The combination system 
can be used with corporate 
mark tags on inside pages 
to reinforce the company or 
subsidiary name. The rules 
for placing the combination 
system are the same as that 
of the inside corporate mark 
page tags (outlined on page 
26) with reference to the 
placement of the corporate 
mark.

 Note
The combination system can be placed 
in either of the top or bottom left 
corners only. There should only ever 
be one combination system per spread.

Inside Pages (using combination system)

3 a 3 a

(Text margin) (Text margin)

Free area
(24 mm)

Free area
(24 mm)

Cover (reference only)

a

Based on A4 graphic convention

Tosoh symbol 18 x 18 mm
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Design Systems
2.03 Inside Corporate Mark Page Tags (Example)

Qui te solorundit
Quistibuscid estrum quid et antorest aut inctem rem qui reremporum ipsusci 
lluptur magnamet que cus sitae voluptu restio quiate sitas maximol orrore, solo 
cullamet rendio inullab orestion paria si dendam, quam volorup tiorentia 
voluptas arciatem dolut ut ut quate plaut dolorro ommodicid modi.

Dolumquia de re prat re accaerios nos dolupis aut anda dolupti aliquiatene 
eosam aribus, eicilicima conet, officil lautate moluptat id quam sint 
quoditatem. Et veremol uptatia delibus, aspere dolo berum fugitatibus, que vel 
inci alitecuptati volores siminus arum simillaudi corerumetur molorroviti blam 
es quassi denit, eaque consed essi de coritam nam quam rehendendae. 

Electotatque cus pel idi teculla borepud istiisqui dolorrorest alite lique latet ut 
id magnimus, in peditatiate coribusam, te pliae dit, aci ra quis est, nonet labo. 
Rovit ulpa exped maios eos eos idunt, te ea cum quatis ea am solla nihilit, 
illaborum et vidunt fuga. Osandae riberum sus cum ut apictur.

Hent alibeaque auda volore secto eum dolestem non peror seque coritatempor 
aliquasperit maionseque vellest, am illatibea inus dolorehendit quam, cuscipi 
enectaquis eum illanti nvenimi nctius dendipid erios dem quia iumquas 
ducipsant laboritae parumque cuptat volore experfere nulparit mini ut aut maio 
te apellorerist et ilis que labo. Nam in et am, none vernatur aut labo.

Ur alis andae pori destis accum sit vendi dolo quam vollest qui omniti offic 
temporum quat expliquibus ventior ruptaeperum venis sandam volum qui aut 
ipsame cor sum fugiae cuptatia etur sum culparc hictibusdae corem aliquis re 
porerat quideles sectas reium quat everror acepuda sum apidunt volorem.

Harum quos vollabo remporibus nonsedigni doluptae dolescitione et 
vendusapit, nem ratur molor rersper umquibus, odipsam quatian dipicat rem 
erspeliqui debit modiam iliciunt harumquia volupta tiissitis nonse volor 
minctior maximus tiassen.

Nestecupta pernati
Omnis vit, ommolup tatur fuga. Nulluptatet enim eum, tem harum. Evel idebis 
ullibus acipita turenimus dignien desciusdae corum que solut ea con et fugia 
voluptas ea quis volorro runduntur aut eaquodi ium intiis quis niatur assim ipsus 
re voloreic tenempo reicia doluptatquam estiume ellaut landa venisim cones. 

Acimin ne volorro eturepe lendis ilit am ut occuptatus etum essimus eos elibus 
aut faccatio. Udaepudi ut as quae bo. 

Cus et eius ab ium exerspid maxim inctur mi, sinullitae nobit, quunt 
magnihiciunt etum recus. Untiunto consequi doloris sumet aligent asperibus, 
undi con cum eliti ut laut eossi ut latus unto doluptur. Qui te solorundit, 
quistibuscid estrum quid et antorest aut inctem rem qui reremporum ipsusci 
lluptur magnamet que cus sitae voluptu restio quiate sitas maximol orrore, solo 
cullamet rendio inullab orestion paria si dendam, quam volorup tiorentia 
voluptas arciatem dolut ut ut quate plaut. Dolumquia de re prat re accaerios nos 
dolupis aut anda dolupti aliquiatene eosam aribus, eicilicima conet, officil 
lautate moluptat id quam sint quoditatem. Et veremol uptatia delibus. 

Aspere dolo berum fugitatibus, que vel inci alitecuptati volores siminus arum 
simillaudi corerumetur molorroviti blam es quassi denit, eaque consed essi de 
coritam nam quam rehendendae. 

Hent alibeaque 

Auda volore secto eum dolestem non peror seque coritatempor aliquasperit 
maionseque vellest, am illatibea inus dolorehendit quam, cuscipi enectaquis 
eum illanti nvenimi nctius dendipid erios dem quia iumquas ducipsant laboritae 
parumque cuptat volore experfere nulparit mini ut aut maio te apellorerist et 
ilis que labo.Ur alis andae pori destis accum sit vendi dolo quam vollest qui 
omniti offic temporum quat expliquibus ventior ruptaeperum venis sandam 
volum qui aut ipsame cor sum fugiae cuptatia etur sum culparc hictibusdae 

corem aliquis re porerat quideles sectas reium quat everror acepuda sum 
apidunt volorem.

Harum quos vollabo remporibus nonsedigni doluptae dolescitione et 
vendusapit, nem ratur molor rersper umquibus, odipsam quatian dipicat rem 
erspeliqui debit modiam iliciunt harumquia volupta tiissitis nonse volor 
minctior maximus tiassen.

Nestecupta pernati busam, omnis vit, ommolup tatur fuga. Nulluptatet enim 
eum, tem harum ent. Electotatque cus pel idi teculla borepud istiisqui 
dolorrorest alite lique latet ut id magnimus, in peditatiate coribusam, te pliae 
dit, aci ra quis est, nonet labo. Rovit ulpa exped maios eos eos idunt, te ea cum 
quatis ea am solla nihilit, illaborum et vidunt fuga. Osandae riberum sus cum.

Evel idebis ullibus acipita turenimus dignien desciusdae corum que solut ea 
con et fugia voluptas ea quis volorro runduntur aut eaquodi ium intiis quis 
niatur assim ipsus re voloreic tenempo reicia doluptatquam estiume ellaut 
landa venisim cones molor acimin ne volorro eturepe lendis ilit am ut 
occuptatus etum essimus eos elibus aut faccatio. Udaepudi ut as quae bo. Cus 
et eius ab ium exerspid maxim inctur mi, sinullitae nobit, quunt magnihiciunt 
etum recus. Untiunto consequi doloris sumet aligent asperibus.

Odipsam quatian dipicat rem erspeliqui debit modiam iliciunt harumquia 
volupta tiissitis nonse volor minctior maximus tiassen. Harum quos vollabo 
remporibus nonsedigni doluptae dolescitione et vendusapit, nem ratur molor 
rersper umquibus umquibus, odipsam quatian dipicat rem.

Electotatque cus pel idi teculla borepud istiisqui dolorrorest alite lique latet ut 
id magnimus, in peditatiate coribusam, te pliae dit, aci ra quis est, nonet labo. 
Rovit ulpa exped maios eos eos idunt, te ea cum quatis ea am solla nihilit, 
illaborum et vidunt fuga. Osandae riberum sus cum ut apictur.

Hent alibeaque auda volore secto eum dolestem non peror seque coritatempor 
aliquasperit maionseque vellest, am illatibea inus dolorehendit quam, cuscipi 
enectaquis eum illanti nvenimi nctius dendipid erios dem quia iumquas 
ducipsant laboritae parumque cuptat volore experfere nulparit mini ut aut 
maio te apellorerist et ilis que labo. Nam in et am, none vernatur aut labo.

Omnis vit, ommolup tatur fuga. Nulluptatet enim eum, tem harum. Evel 
idebis ullibus acipita turenimus dignien desciusdae corum que solut ea con et 
fugia voluptas ea quis volorro runduntur aut eaquodi ium intiis quis niatur 
assim ipsus re voloreic tenempo reicia doluptatquam estiume ellaut landa. 

‘96 ‘08 ‘09 ‘10 ‘11 ‘12

(Metric Tons per Year)

15,000

12,000

9,000

6,000

0

3,000

SIMILLAUDI CORERUMETUR

FY

‘96 ‘08 ‘09 ‘10 ‘11 ‘12

(Metric Tons per Year)

500

400

300

200

0

100

VOLORE EXPERFERE

FY

Ur alis andae pori 
destis accum sit 
vendi dolo quam 
vollest qui omniti 

offic temporum 
expliquibus ventior 
ruptaeperum venis 

sandam volum.
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Design Systems
2.03 Applications for Advertising
We need visual unification to be able to communicate a clear message to our audience.

Visual consistency and clear 
communication are a strength 
in advertising. Establish short, 
clear, and relevant headlines that 
are supported by imagery. We 
want to show people that we are 
easy to do business with and 
that our products, equipment, 
systems, and services are of a 
high standard.

2 a

1.5 a

a

2 a

a

 Caution
Although a large communication area has 
been allocated for the message, white space 
remains very important. To retain the clean 
and clear style of Tosoh, we recommend the 
use of open, borderless images for advertising 
items (see the photographic guidelines in 2.05 
for details).

(Text margin) (Text margin)

1.5 a

2 a

2 a

Based on A4 graphic convention

Tosoh symbol 18 x 18 mm

Communication area
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HEADER NAME
Dolestrud ex erostie dunt vendigna conse?

Facinit iustisis nons Tel: +81-3-5427-5118
Ut ute ea famy nos dignit www.tosoh.com

QUIS DUISSIT LORSU
DELIT IUSTIE FEUGIAM NOS
Duipsus ciduissecte nim nosto!

Dunt iureet:
Duipsus ciduissecte

Commy nim nosto dipis
Euis num oquam velis 

euis lorem ipsum

NIM QUIPSUS 
CIDUISM ODOLOBO 

RTISCIDUNT UTE 
DUNT IUREET

3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623, Japan
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 

info@tosoh.com www.tosoh.com

Duipsus ciduissecte:
Commy nim nosto 

Pdipis euis num quam velis 
Nim quipsus ciduism odolobo 

Otiscidunt ute dunt iureet
Aveliquatin henim

 Em do dolorting euis nis nibh 
elenis augiam, conullaore do 

consequis aliquatio dipsuscipsum 
erciliquam, sequat Te dolor sit 

iurero dolore tis dionse.

LOR-EET POY-200
DTT-uipsus cidui

Asecte commy nim 

Te dolor sit iurero dolore tis dionse 
magnim duis alisci exerat luptat prat.

Duipsus ciduissecte commy nim nosto dipis euis num quam 
velis euis nim quipsus ciduism odolobo rtiscidunt ute.

Quipsus ciduism odolobo rtiscidunt ute dunt iureet, 
veliquatin henim et wisit velis ad uipsus.

DUIPSUS CIDUISSECTE 
COM IS ERTMY NIMONOSTO

Iure del
Ute feugue do con ulla facinit 
iustisis nonsed tie min.

Lor ilisit quipit vel 
Pinim num quis duissit
lor sustisi te delit iustie 
eugiam nos dolor sum

NONUM DIGNIT
LOR-EET POY-200

‘11‘97 ‘07 ‘08 ‘09

(Metric Tons per Year)

1,500

1,200

900

600

0

300

FACINIT IUSTISIS NONSED

FY ‘10 ‘12

1.00

1.20

0.80

0.60

0

0.40

0.20

PINIM NUM QUIS DUISSIT

FY ‘03 ‘04 ‘05 ‘06 ‘07 ‘08 ‘09 ‘10 ‘11 ‘12

Etum vulla faccummy nonum dignit ex erostie dunt ve. Tum nulpute volor 

autet lam, quis augiam dolore magna feu feu feui tet loreet, quam, vnosto 

dipis euis num quam velis euis nim quipsus ciduisreet, m aute. Lor ilisit, 

quipit vel inim num quis duissit lor sustisi te delit iustie feugiam.

Facinit iustisis nons Tel: +81-3-5427-5118
Ut ute ea famy nos dignit www.tosoh.com ‘10 ‘11‘95 ‘06 ‘07 ‘08 ‘09 ‘12

(Metric Tons per Year)

800

600

400

0

200

DOLORE MAGNA FEU

FY

PRODUCT NAME®

Dolestrud ex erostie dunt vendigna conse

DOLESTRUD EX ERDUNT

Etum vulla faccummy nonum dignit ex erostie dunt ve. Tum nulpute volor 

autet lam, quis augiam dolore magna feu feu feui tet loreet, quam, vnosto 

dipis euis num quam velis euis nim quipsus ciduisreet, m aute. Lor ilisit, 

quipit vel inim num quis duissit lor sustisi te delit iustie feugiam.

‘10 ‘11‘95 ‘06 ‘07 ‘08 ‘09 ‘12

(Metric Tons per Year)

800

600

400

0

200

DOLORE MAGNA FEU

FY

Examples of Advertising Visual Style within Grid System

Design Systems
2.03 Applications for Advertising (Examples)

Based on A5 graphic conventionBased on A4 graphic convention Based on A4 graphic convention Based on A4 graphic convention Based on A5 graphic convention*

*Some advertisements are of a nonstandard 
size, such as this one. Discretion must be 
used to find which graphic convention is 
appropriate and to then divide the space 
equally into five rows.

This example uses the alternative signature system 
outlined on page 12.
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Design Systems
2.03 Applications for Small Sizes
Very small communications items can also comply with the Tosoh style.

Lor ilisit quipit vel Pinim 
num quis duissit 
lor sustisi te delit iustie 
feugiam nos dolor sum. 
More information: 
www.tosoh.com 

LOR ILISIT QUIPIT VEL 

TER-AER®

Ertith Asdert®

WIMPNK®

Pinim num quis duissit 
lor sustisi te delit iustie feugiam nos dolor sum. 

More information: www.tosoh.com 

If given the option for small sizes, 
portrait format is preferable over 
landscape format. Two examples of 
difficult sizes have been provided.

~  Exceptions
For items smaller than A6 size (74.25 mm 
x 110 mm), the exclusion area around the 
corporate mark is only one proportion of a.

a

a

a

a

a

a

0.666 a

Tosoh symbol 8 x 8 mm
(minimum size)

a

(Text margin)

(Text margin)

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

0.666 a

Tosoh symbol 8 x 8 mm
(minimum size)

a a

Specifications Examples

Lor ilisit quipit vel Pinim 
num quis duissit 
lor sustisi te delit iustie 
feugiam nos dolor sum. 
More information: 
www.tosoh.com 

LOR ILISIT QUIPIT VEL 

TER-AER®

Ertith Asdert®

WIMPNK®

Pinim num quis duissit 
lor sustisi te delit iustie feugiam nos dolor sum. 

More information: www.tosoh.com 

Communication area

Communication area
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Design Systems
2.03 Applications for Information Posters
Information posters containing graphical data and text should be kept 
simple and should have sufficient white space for cleanliness.

Based on A2 graphic convention

Tosoh symbol 36 x 36 mm

2 a

a

2 a

2 a

2 a

a
Secondary information approx. area

Sometimes it is necessary to 
include contact, or secondary, 
information within the 
information poster. This can 
be placed under the corporate 
logotype at page bottom based 
on the specifications given to 
the right of the illustration.

a0.666 a
0.666 a

(Text margin) (Text margin)

2 a

2 a 2 a

Communication area
Communication area
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3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623, Japan
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 

info@tosoh.com www.tosoh.com

Introduction
Acil dolorer sustrud tatum ing eum vullandio et, volobortio ea commolore tisit luptat vel ut 
veliquam, vulla augue doloreet, conullaortie dunt del ipit la feu faccum quamet, core ming 
eugiate min er senit lut wissism olessenim dolobore molupt atie velent praesed tat. Ut wisi blam 
veliscilit iriustin ea consendreet, commolore modoloreros nos nis alit ullutpate dit init voloreet 
lorperatum duisit alis alit aut lore faccum quamet ut utatem dunt num iure modiam irit wiscilit.

Poiukmun Litas
Acil dolorer sustrud tatum ing eum vullandio et, volobortio ea commolore tisit luptat vel ut veliquam, vulla augue doloreet, conullaortie 
dunt del ipit la feu faccum quamet, core ming eugiate min er senit lut wissism olessenim dolobore molupt atie velent praesed tat vullandio 
et, volobortio ea commolore tisit luptat vel ut molore modoloreros nos nis alit ullutpate dit init voloreet lorperatum duisit alis aliism.

Enim dolobore mol uptatie
Ut veliquam, vulla augue doloreet, conullaortie dunt del ipit la feu faccum quamet, core ming eugiate min er senit lut wissism olessenim 
dolobore mol onsendreet, commolore modoloreros note doloreetue tie. molore modoloreros nos nis alit ullutpate dit init voloreet 
lorperatum duisit alis aliism olessenim dolobore mol onsendreet, commolore modoloreros note doloreetue tie molore. Olessenim 
dolobore molupt atie velent praesed tat vullandio et, volobortio ea commolore tisit luptat vel ut veliquam, vulla augue doloreeolessenim 
dolobore molupt atie velentp. Ut wisi blam veliscilit iriustin ea consendreet, commolore modoloreros nos nis alit ullutpate dit.

ACIL DOLORER SUSTRUD TATUM ING EUM 
Vullandio et, volobortio ea commolore
Tisit luptat vel ut veliquam
Acil dolorer sustrud tatum

Oolore tisit luptat vel ut veliquam
Er sustrud tacil dolorer sustrud tatum

Otpate Plit ulluos nis

Met ut utatem dunt num
iure modiam irit wiscilit irit

Diam irit wiscilit irit utatem dun > 71 irit wisci 

Adiam irit wiscilit irit
utatem dunet ut utatem

-2

10

Dunt numiure modiam irit Numiure

Poiukmun Litas

1.00

1.20

0.80

0.60

0

0.40

0.20

PINIM NUM QUIS DUISSIT

FY ‘03 ‘04 ‘05 ‘06 ‘07 ‘08 ‘09 ‘10 ‘11 ‘12

Rore modolorer

‘11‘97 ‘07 ‘08 ‘09

(Metric Tons per Year)

1,500

1,200

900

600

0

300

FACINIT IUSTISIS NONSED

FY ‘10 ‘12

Yit ullutpate
FRE TISIT LUPTAT VEL UT VELIQU
AM, VULLA 48.58%

UGIATE MIN ER SENIT 17.79%

TAT VEL UT VELIQU 23.66%

ISIT LUPTAT VEL UT VELI 9.97%

Introduction
Acil dolorer sustrud tatum ing eum vullandio et, volobortio ea commolore tisit luptat vel ut 
veliquam, vulla augue doloreet, conullaortie dunt del ipit la feu faccum quamet, core ming 
eugiate min er senit lut wissism olessenim dolobore molupt atie velent praesed tat. Ut wisi blam 
veliscilit iriustin ea consendreet, commolore modoloreros nos nis alit ullutpate dit init voloreet 
lorperatum duisit alis alit aut lore faccum quamet ut utatem dunt num iure modiam irit wiscilit.

Wissism Olessenim
Acil dolorer sustrud tatum ing eum vullandio et, volobortio ea commolore tisit luptat vel ut 
veliquam, vulla augue doloreet, conullaortie dunt del ipit la feu faccum quamet, core ming 
eugiate min er senit lut wissism olessenim dolobore molupt atie velent praesed tat. Ut wisi blam 
veliscilit iriustin ea consendreet, commolore modoloreros nos nis alit ullutpate dit init voloreet 
lorperatum duisit alis alit aut lore faccum quamet ut utatem dunt.

Enim dolobore mol uptatie
Ut veliquam, vulla augue doloreet, conullaortie dunt del ipit la feu faccum quamet, core ming eugiate min er senit lut wissism olessenim 
dolobore mol onsendreet, commolore modoloreros note doloreetue tie. molore modoloreros nos nis alit ullutpate dit init voloreet 
lorperatum duisit alis aliism olessenim dolobore mol onsendreet, commolore modoloreros note doloreetue tie molore. Olessenim 
dolobore molupt atie velent praesed tat vullandio et, volobortio ea commolore tisit luptat vel ut veliquam, vulla augue.

ACIL DOLORER SUSTRUD TATUM ING EUM 
Vullandio et, volobortio ea commolore
Tisit luptat vel ut veliquam
Acil dolorer sustrud tatum

Oolore tisit luptat vel ut veliquam
Er sustrud tacil dolorer sustrud tatum

Otpate Plit ulluos nis

Met ut utatem dunt num
iure modiam irit wiscilit irit

Diam irit wiscilit irit utatem dun > 71 irit wisci 

Adiam irit wiscilit irit
utatem dunet ut utatem

-2

10

Dunt numiure modiam irit Numiure

Poiukmun Litas

1.00

1.20

0.80

0.60

0

0.40

0.20

PINIM NUM QUIS DUISSIT

FY ‘03 ‘04 ‘05 ‘06 ‘07 ‘08 ‘09 ‘10 ‘11 ‘12

Rore modolorer

‘11‘97 ‘07 ‘08 ‘09

(Metric Tons per Year)

1,500

1,200

900

600

0

300

FACINIT IUSTISIS NONSED

FY ‘10 ‘12

Yit ullutpate
FRE TISIT LUPTAT VEL UT VELIQU
AM, VULLA 48.58%

UGIATE MIN ER SENIT 17.79%

TAT VEL UT VELIQU 23.66%

ISIT LUPTAT VEL UT VELI 9.97%

Poster 
Based on A2 graphic convention

Design Systems
2.03 Applications for Information Posters (Example)

This example uses the Alternative Signature System as outlined on p.12.
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3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623, Japan
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 

info@tosoh.com www.tosoh.com

Tosoh Corporation
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 

info@tosoh.com  www.tosoh.com

Tosoh Europe B.V.
Tel: +31 (0)20 691 8104 Fax: +31 (0)20 691 5458  
info.tse@tosoh.com  www.tosoh-europe.com

Tosoh USA, Inc.
Tel: +1 (770) 956 1100 Fax: +1 (770) 956 7368
info.tusa@tosoh.com  www.tosohusa.com

Tosoh (Guangzhou) Chemical Industries, Inc. 
Tel: +86 20 3991 1300 Fax: +86 20 3991 1334

info@tgc-pvc.cn  www.tosoh-guangzhou.com

Tosoh Corporation
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 
info@tosoh.com  www.tosoh.com

Tosoh Europe B.V.
Tel: +31 (0)20 691 8104 Fax: +31 (0)20 691 5458  
info.tse@tosoh.com  www.tosoh-europe.com

Tosoh USA, Inc.
Tel: +1 (770) 956 1100 Fax: +1 (770) 956 7368
info.tusa@tosoh.com  www.tosohusa.com

Tosoh (Guangzhou) Chemical Industries, Inc. 
Tel: +86 20 3991 1300 Fax: +86 20 3991 1334
info@tgc-pvc.cn  www.tosoh-guangzhou.com

Design Systems
2.03 Applications for Back Covers
Back covers are important to maintaining the clean, simple style of Tosoh.

Ideal Back Cover*

Center (baseline)

2 a

a

a

With Multiple Details**

**If multiple subsidiaries are involved, indicate only 
telephone, fax, web, and e-mail details, with everything 
typed in standard sentence case in standard secondary 
information style.

Here the details are shown at their maximum allowable 
size, as detailed on page 19.

*If the corporate logotype is displayed on the back cover, 
it should be positioned as shown above.

Left-Aligned Details

Tosoh symbol 15 x 15 mmTosoh symbol 15 x 15 mm

Left-aligned text

2 a
3 a

Tosoh symbol 12 x 12 mm

Center placementa
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Design Systems
2.03 Applications for Other Items
To retain a consistent look for all Tosoh Group subsidiaries,  
all special application materials should be kept clean and simple.

Some examples have been developed as a 
guide to the desired general look and feel. 
Every application and purpose is different, but 
the core elements and the fundamentals of the 
Corporate Visual Identity Guidelines should 
always be employed. Please use the graphic 
convention and grid system wherever it is 
possible to do so.

Bore modtat adiatalit
Duis dolobore molor amcore te dio consed 
tat. Ut laore magna at iuscil utet la faci.

BORE MODTAT ADIATALIT
Duis dolobore molor amcore te dio consed 

tat. Ut laore magna at iuscil utet la faci.
Copyright 2007 by Tosoh Corporation www.tosoh.com

Luptat nibh et alisl dio odigna feuissit nulla feugiamet velit vullum 
ilit dolestion utat, quat. Aci tat adit,Luptat nibh et alisl dio odigna 

feuissit nulla feugiamet velit vullum ilit dolestion utat, quat.

Bore modtat adiatalit
Duis dolobore molor amcore te dio consed tat. 

Ut laore magna at iuscil utet la faci.

Luptat nibh et alisl dio odigna feuissit nulla 
feugiamet velit vullum ilit dolestion utat, 
quat. Aci tat adit,Luptat nibh et alisl dio 
odigna feuissit nulla feugiamet velit vullum 
ilit dolestion utat, quat.

Tosoh Corporation
3-8-2 Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623, Japan
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 

info@tosoh.com www.tosoh.com

Tosoh Corporation
3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623, Japan
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 
info@tosoh.com www.tosoh.com

Copyright 2007 by Tosoh Corporation 
www.tosoh.com

Duis dolobore molor amcore te dio 
consed tat. Ut laore magna at iuscil 
utet la faci.

BORE MODTAT ADIATALIT

SUTLAORE MANA AT 
IUSCIL UTET LA FACI

Duis dolobore 
molor amcore 
te dio consed. 
Ut laore magna 
at iuscil utet la 
faci lorem.

Shopping BagsPostcards 
Based on A5 graphic convention

Disk Covers and Disks (with image) 
Based on A5 graphic convention

Disk Covers and Disks (plain)*

*See 4.12 Labels, page 111, for more details.
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Design Systems
2.04 Color Use

The use of consistent colors on Tosoh 
communications will help make the 
company’s communications more 
recognizable to target audiences.  Tosoh 
red should be the first color people see in 
all communications. 

Secondary colors are to be used in 
addition to Tosoh red (e.g., for graphs or 
diagrams), and complementary colors are 
to be used sparingly to support graphics. 
We recommend that complementary colors 
be less than 5% of the overall space. Please 
remember that white also is important to 
the Tosoh brand. Sufficient clean white 
space is necessary to speak the Tosoh 
visual language.

Adobe software, such as Adobe Photoshop 
and Fireworks, uses colors that are 
designated in RGB (where 0R/0G/0B 
equates to black and 255R/255G/255B 
equates to white). In HTML, colors are 
designated in hexadecimal (base 16, where 
000000 is black and ffffff is white).

 Restrictions

With the exception of color photography, Tosoh red and 
its secondary and complementary colors are the only 
colors to be used for graphical elements. Pastels, hot colors, 
neon colors, and tie-dye color patterns are not to be used.

Secondary Colors
The secondary palette has been designed to complement Tosoh red and expresses the versatility of the company.

Complementary Colors
The complementary color palette has been designed to give more freedom to the Tosoh colors. Complementary
colors, however, are merely accent colors and should not take up more than 5% of the total page space.

C 100
M 18
Y 0
K 51

R 0
G 85
B 127

HEX
#00557F

C 100
M 0
Y 0
K 76

R 0
G 59
B 85

HEX
#003B55

C  82
M 22
Y 45
K 0

R 0
G 146
B 146

HEX
#009292

PANTONE
PMS 186 C

DIC F101 
(Coquelicote)

C 0
M 100
Y 80
K 0

Tosoh Red
Tosoh red is the color of the Tosoh brand. It is a warm and confident color that draws attention and calls 
for action to be taken. Gradients are not to be applied to Tosoh red without prior approval.

Tosoh
Teal

C 41
M 70
Y 14
K 3

R 163
G 90
B 138

HEX
#A35A8A

C 56
M 100
Y 18
K 4

R 130
G 30
B 107

HEX
#821E6B

C 64
M 100
Y 43
K 27

R 98
G 30
B 74

HEX
#621E4A

Light 
Purple

Medium
Purple

Dark
Purple

C 0
M 8
Y 57
K 0

R 255
G 230
B 134

HEX
#FFE686

C 8
M 8
Y 12
K 0

R 237
G 232
B 225

HEX
#EDE8E1

C 10
M 30
Y 100
K 20

R 197 
G 154
B 0

HEX
#C59A00

White
Yellow

Pale
Yellow

Dark
Yellow

C 46
M 0
Y 100
K 0

R 159
G 196
B 24

HEX
#9FC418

C 80
M 0
Y 100
K 0

R 23
G 165
B 56

HEX
#03A500

C 88
M 35
Y 100
K 30

R 24
G 98
B 27

HEX
#16612C

Grass
Green

Apple
Green

Forest
Green

C 50
M 14
Y 27
K 0

R 139
G 185
B 187

HEX
#8BB9BB

C 82
M 22
Y 45
K 0

R 0 
G 146
B 146

HEX
#009292

C 100
M 25
Y 57
K 10

R 0
G 120
B 115

HEX
#007873

White
Teal

Light
Teal

Dark
Teal

Tosoh
Navy

Tosoh
Cobalt

C 15
M 15
Y 24
K 20

R 190
G 183
B 169

HEX
#BEB7A9

C 0
M 15
Y 96
K 0

R 255
G 212
B 0

HEX
#FFD400

Tosoh
Yellow

Tosoh
Warm Gray

C 0
M 0
Y 0
K 10

R 225
G 225
B 225

HEX
#E1E1E1

C 0
M 0
Y 0
K 100

R 0
G 0
B 0

HEX
#000000

Tosoh 
Gray Spectrum

Tosoh Red
R 227
G 3
B 45

HEX
#E3032D
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Design Systems
2.04 Color Use (Examples)

Corporate Primary Colors Secondary and Complementary Colors in Graphs and Diagrams
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Design Systems
2.05 Photography 
To unify Tosoh’s corporate image, guidelines  
exist for the use of imagery in communications.

The aim is to project an image of 
people and lifestyles affected by Tosoh 
products and activities.

Composition: Images should be 
borderless or within right-angled 
borders, intimate, dynamic, simple, 
clean, unified, spontaneous, 
unrehearsed.

Lighting & Color: Use natural skin 
tones, light and bright. Black and white 
photography is also acceptable.

Communication: At the core of all 
Tosoh print materials, we strive to 
communicate who we are through the 
choice of photography.
 
Attributes include

• Smart images that create a positive, 
intelligent feeling, without arrogance

• Considerate images that say that we 
are approachable, supportive, fair, 
and caring, without being over-the-
top, too soft, or cheesy

• Innovative images that represent 
leadership, resourcefulness, and 
groundbreaking achievements, but 
not sci-fi or dehumanized images or 
images with unnatural color

• Driven images that create a powerful 
and dynamic atmosphere, without 
clichés

• Professional images that show integrity 
and respect, without being stuffy

It is very important that our images 
be consistently strong. Some 
examples have been provided to 
show specifically what is and isn’t 
acceptable.

 Note
Product photos and other graphics from printed 
matter have been cleared for use in print, but 
usage rights may not extend to their use on the 
website. Always check with the individual 
in charge of producing the printed matter for 
confirmation.
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Design Systems
2.05 Photography of Products
We are proud of our products, equipment, systems, and services, and we want to show it.

When communicating about a specific 
topic, photography may be necessary. 
We want to show that we are proud of 
all that we do.

Composition: Borderless or within 
right-angled borders, dignified, eye-
catching

Lighting & Color: Light and bright, 
with white backgrounds, soft shadows, 
and reflections
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Design Systems
2.05 Photography Restrictions

It is very important that images used 
in Tosoh communications materials be 
consistently strong. Examples here show 
unacceptable photography.

Unacceptable Photography

Do not use photographs that are flat 
and have no depth in the background.

Do not use photographs  
that look dull and old.

 Do not use collage techniques.Do not use abstract photographs.

Do not use contrived or  
obviously set up photographs.

Do not use photos that are blurry or 
grossly out of focus.

Do not use photos that have dark 
backgrounds, except where the 
product requires it (e.g., quartz).

Do not use oversaturated colors.

Do not use photos that are grainy or 
small photos that have been enlarged 
beyond reason.

Do not use borders to  
box in photographs.

Do not use photos that have been 
overly warped or distorted.

Do not use unnaturally lit  
“scientific” photographs.

Do not place photographs within the 
shape of the Tosoh symbol or any 
other odd shapes.
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Web Guidelines
About the Web Guidelines 
These web guidelines represent the third section of the Tosoh 
Corporate Visual Identity Guidelines v2.0.

We ask that Tosoh Group companies use 
these guidelines to achieve consistency in 
the application of the Tosoh brand on the 
web, visually and verbally. 

The aim of this document is to help us 
work together to produce consistently 
branded communications on the web that 
individually and collectively build Tosoh’s 
reputation in the communities it serves.  

Using these web guidelines will enable 
us to publish materials that speak with a 
unified voice even as we address specific 
audiences. Their application also will 
contribute to Tosoh’s reputation as a 
leading materials manufacturer.
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Web Guidelines
Background
Tosoh’s migration to a single web platform was initiated in 2005. 

Tosoh Corporation and Tosoh America, 
Inc., work in conjunction to support 
Tosoh’s website platform globally and to 
educate group companies on how to better 
use their websites as central marketing and 
communications tools. 

Tosoh America IT (TSAM IT) is the service 
provider for the platform and has assisted 
many Tosoh Group companies worldwide 
to update their web presence with 
migration to the Tosoh.com templates. TOSOH AMERICA

TOSOH CORPORATION

TOSOH CORPORATION

WEB PRODUCTION SERVICE PROVIDER

TOSOH AMERICA
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GLOBAL WEB BRAND MANAGER

Web Guidelines
Web Brand Management

Who to contact:

Jeff Markley 
Global Web Brand Manager 
International Corporate Development 
Tosoh Corporation 
3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623 
Japan 
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118  
Jeff.Markley@tosoh.com

Michael Hoover 
Senior Manager 
International Corporate Development 
Tosoh Corporation 
3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623 
Japan 
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118  
Michael.Hoover@tosoh.com
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Web Guidelines
Overview of This Document’s Applications

Understand Our Policies and Services
The platform and system material covered 
in 3.01-3.07 provides information regarding 
web policy and the platform that supports 
our web presence. You can also confirm 
how to get started building your website 
and what services and support are 
available to you for that purpose.

Learn our Brand with Templates and 
Visual Tools
The visual identity material covered in 
3.08-3.28 provides information regarding 
our content management system (CMS) 
templates and extends into the basics 
on visual design. This enables you to 
determine boundaries in applying content 
elements to your web presence. 

Extend the Brand Beyond the Web Page
Going beyond websites, the material 
covered in 3.29-3.32 provides information 
regarding policy on such as satellite sites, 
social media, and multimedia. These web 
guidelines are not comprehensive and are 
meant to be part of a working document. 
For areas that are not specifically 
discussed, please contact International 
Corporate Development. Tosoh’s brand 
should remain at the core of all of your 
communications activities.

LEARN EXTENDUNDERSTAND
our policies and services our brand with 

templates and 
visual tools

the brand beyond 
the web page
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Web Guidelines
3.01 Web Platform and Content Management System 
The Tosoh Group web platform refers to the IT elements that enable the 
registration, hosting, and maintenance of Tosoh Group company websites. 

Much of the information in this document 
centers on the single most important 
element for developing and managing 
website content: the content management 
system (CMS).

Registering a domain and URL gives your 
website a name. Hosting servers and 
hardware gives your website a place to 
live. A CMS helps you efficiently develop 
and manage the face and personality 
you show to your online audience of 
customers, prospective employees, etc.

A selection of standardized web page 
templates (introduced in 3.08 on page 57) 
are included with the CMS, enabling Tosoh 
Group companies to align their sites to one 
universal look and feel.

CMSRegistration Hosting

TOSOH GROUP WEB PLATFORM

Record, register, and renew 
website domains and URLs.

Provide servers and hardware 
for the website.

Create, maintain, and 
manage website content.
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Web Guidelines
3.02 General Web Policy
The web platform must be used by all companies that carry the Tosoh name 
or where Tosoh holds a controlling interest (more than a 50% stake). 

Because that platform is managed by 
Tosoh America, Inc., hosting services are 
available only from Tosoh America. 

Tosoh Group companies outside Japan 
are reminded, therefore, that they must 
register and maintain their URLs through 
Tosoh America. 
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Web Guidelines
3.02 Oversight Policy (Global Web Brand Manager)
All communications materials being produced by Tosoh entities worldwide 
must be submitted to the global web brand manager at Tosoh’s corporate 
headquarters in Tokyo before they are published. 

This includes websites and any other web-
based communications and digital desktop 
publishing materials. 

The global web brand manager has the 
final word on whether or not material in 
question will be published. Materials that 
do not comply with these guidelines will 
be refused publication pending revision 
and approval.

Adhering to this protocol in addition to 
following this document guarantees a high 
standard of quality and a clear, consistent, 
and effective corporate visual identity for 
the Tosoh Group. 

Contact information for the global web brand 
manager is available on pages 4 and 42.

GLOBAL WEB BRAND MANAGER
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Web Guidelines
3.02 Template Policy (Using the System)
The content management system includes approximately 
50 standardized templates for website construction. 

No template, in part or in whole, or any 
modification, emulation, or other creation of 
a template, is to be used on a Tosoh Group 
company website without that company 
being on the Tosoh Group web platform. 

For an introduction to the templates 
and their functions, please refer to 3.08 
Website Templates (Common Layout 
Elements) on page 57.

Although the fundamental look and feel of 
every Tosoh Group company website will 
be similar, the templates offer several ways 
to allow you to display content differently 
from other Tosoh company sites. 

Please refer to 3.09 Home Page Layout on 
p. 58 for more information about website 
layouts and their flexibility for branding 
your site.
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Web Guidelines
3.02 Migration Policy 
All Tosoh Group companies within the scope of the Tosoh general web 
policy described on page 45 must use the Tosoh web platform when they 
are ready to produce new or to upgrade existing websites. 

Support is available from International 
Corporate Development and from Tosoh 
America IT for migrating to the new 
platform.  

Please contact the global web brand 
manager for more information.
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Superior Content
Tosoh Group websites are required to have 
well-crafted content that is professional 
and current. This includes but is not limited 
to high-quality, superior resolution, and 
contemporary photography; frequent and 
frequently updated topical news releases; 
and up-to-date product information.

Low-quality photos, dated news releases 
and events, and long-selling products 
marked as “new” are entirely unacceptable.

Corporate-Approved Content
The global web brand manager is to approve 
all web content prior to publishing. As such, 
appropriate workflows will be set up.

Workflows for each company’s website 
update, moreover, will be customizable 
to ensure that content under production 
is checked and approved by the correct 
people before its submission to the global 
web brand manager. 

And all workflows will make sure that the 
guidelines provided in this document are 
being followed.

Web Guidelines
3.02 Content Policy
When developing and updating content for a website, Tosoh Group website 
managers are expected to adhere to content creation best practices to ensure 
that their company websites are reaching their intended audiences. 

GLOBAL WEB BRAND MANAGER
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Web Guidelines
3.02 Linking Policy
As a rule, Tosoh does not participate in link-sharing or other such 
arrangements that unilaterally benefit nonrelevant, third-party websites.  

Unacceptable Links
Tosoh website links to or from a third-
party website that applies to any of the 
categories below are not permitted:

• One that offends public order and morale 
or contains obscene and profane content.

• One that libels, slanders, or intimidates 
Tosoh or any third party and contains 
content that will tarnish the public’s trust 
of the company.

• One that violates Tosoh’s or any third 
party’s copyright or any other property 
right or contains content that leads to 
damage and liability.

• One that contains illegal content. 

Handling requests from third-party sites to 
link with Tosoh website pages (such as the 
top page of a business unit) falls under the 
responsibility and policy of each company 
or applicable corporate division. 

Acceptable Links
Tosoh website links to or from third-party 
websites are to be permitted when they 
apply to the following:

• They are from business partners, 
affiliates, or other contacts where a link 
is mutually beneficial.

• They are from companies that are part of 
the greater Tosoh Group, such as Tosoh 
Group companies not covered in the 
general web policy.

• They are from non-Tosoh–owned 
websites that host content created 
directly by Tosoh companies, such as 
social media sites.

Retaining Links
Staff members responsible for Tosoh 
Group company websites are asked to 
make sure that links to their company 
web pages are not broken because of 
migration, updates, or other changes. 

It is important to check the status of links 
from time to time and to follow up with 
contacts as appropriate.
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Web Guidelines
3.03 Web Presence
Tosoh’s web presence is not limited to websites controlled directly by the 
Tosoh Group. It also involves external web venues, such as social networks, 
image- and video-sharing sites, blog sites, and other sources.

The Tosoh name is linked to thousands of 
items on the web. It is important that we 
manage our presence on the web so that 
the public can associate those items with 
the same unified quality that distinguishes 
our professional brand image elsewhere.

Image SharingSocial Networks

Facebook
Google+
LinkedIn
Xing
Viadeo

Flickr
Photobucket
Picasa

YouTube
Veoh

Websites
Blogs

Websites

WordPress
Blogspot

Delicious Wikipedia
SlideShare

InformationalVideo SharingTosoh Global Websites

Overseas Japan

Public Blogs Social Bookmarks
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Web Guidelines
3.03 Collaboration
Collaboration is now possible like never before among Tosoh Group 
companies worldwide courtesy of our web platform. 

Every web site on the platform can share 
information thanks to the CMS (3.01). 

Tosoh asks that Tosoh Group companies 
share data, content, and graphics as 
a means of heightening consistency 
in its online branding, of eliminating 
duplication of effort, and of improving 
intercompany communication.
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Web Guidelines
3.04 Getting Started
Whether you are upgrading your website or starting from scratch, 
the first step is to contact the global web brand manager to receive 
orientation on the web platform.

This will be followed by a five-step 
process designed to guide you from the 
initial discovery of your website’s needs 
through the launch and maintenance of 
your website.

StartStartStart
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In addition, best practices have been put 
in place to ensure that all companies 
emerge from the development process 
with a successfully completed, high-
quality website. 

Additional support is available from the 
global web brand manager and from the 
Tosoh America IT team. 

Web Guidelines
3.05 Site Development
Site development will vary by company, but overall the five-step 
process outlined below should be followed. 

1 2 3 4 5

Discover

• Contact the global 
web brand manager, 
arrange hosting 
and other terms, 
determine costs, etc.

• Define extent of 
content and of site 
map.

• Determine launch 
date and production 
schedule milestones. 

• Assign third-party 
vendors as required 
for development.

Develop

• Develop content, 
including aggregating 
existing content, and 
input the content 
into the CMS using a 
workflow (see 3.06 
Workflow Process, 
page 55). 

• Look to the global 
web brand manager 
for advice on best 
practices regarding 
efficient content 
development and 
input.

Review

• Submit finished 
website to the global 
web brand manager 
for approval. 

Launch

• Release the new site 
for public viewing on 
the predetermined 
date. 

• Coordinate with 
the launch a news 
release or e-mail 
campaign or other 
forms of publicity for 
customers and other 
stakeholders.

Maintain

• Reassess, improve, 
and update your 
website’s content on 
a regular basis. 

• Submit updated 
pages to the global 
web brand manager 
for final approval and 
publishing.

Five-Step Development Process
Website Updating and 

Maintenance (Perpetual)

Website Development or Upgrade
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Web Guidelines
3.06 Workflow Process
A workflow process is required for all Tosoh Group websites to 
ensure quality control and brand consistency.

Depending on the type of content, a 
workflow can be set up for an entire website 
or for a specific section of a website.

Tosoh’s new CMS offers a “Submit to 
Workflow” feature that allows relevant 
stakeholders within a company to review 
and approve newly created or updated 
website content (web pages). Typically, 
moreover, only content authors submit 
edited or newly created pages to the 
workflow, but with this newly adopted 
CMS all users are able to submit pages.

Website content submitted to the workflow 
will be delivered by e-mail in assembly 
line style to each person assigned to the 
workflow. 

• Each workflow assignee will be able to 
check and approve the submitted web 
page within the e-mail.

• When approved, the web page will be 
sent to the next assignee in the workflow.

• Once the page goes through all the 
workflow assignees, it can be published 
and viewed by the public on the web site, 
provided the global web brand manager 
has approved it. 

The global web brand manager has final 
approval and is the publisher of all pages 
submitted to the workflow. If a web page or 
website content is rejected, it is returned to 
the previous assignee in the workflow.

In the example provided, there are three 
workflow assignees, the reviewer, the 
approver, and the publisher. 

A more complex workflow can be devised, 
but a simple workflow is recommended.

 Caution

Workflows can be configured to skip assignees after a 
certain number of days. The final assignee—the global 
web brand manager or equivalent, however, cannot be 
skipped. If the final assignee is unavailable for timely 
publishing, an alternative publisher may be designated.

To establish a workflow, Tosoh Group 
website owners must notify the global 
web brand manager regarding

1) The nature of the workflow required 
(entire website or section specific) and

2) Who needs to be included in the 
workflow.

For more information on workflow, please 
contact the global web brand manager.

Upon approval of a page by one 
assignee, the CMS notifies the next 
person in the workflow.

APPROVER

PUBLISHER

REVIEWER

Workflow Example
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Services fall into three categories:

1) Website setup. Provides the 
fundamental website creation and access 
to the CMS through Tosoh America, Inc.

2) Website hosting. Provides hosting 
and website domain registration services 
through Tosoh America, Inc.

3) 24/7 customer service. Handles urgent 
needs related to disruptions in website 
operation (website crashes, web page 
loading errors, etc.) as part of the Tosoh 
Group web platform package through 
Tosoh America, Inc.

Costs for services are set at a flat rate 
per site; however, e-commerce sites will 
require an e-commerce license, which will 
add to costs.

Contact the global web brand manager for 
more information.

Web Guidelines
3.07 Services

1 2 3
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Here and subsequently, we introduce the 
main types of home pages as well as many 
of the common features of the templates. 

 Caution 
Some templates are meant to be used only by e-commerce–
driven websites. Depending on the needs and goals of 
your website, identified during your site’s planning stages 
(see 3.05 Site Development on page 54), you may not need 
to use all of the templates. Please consult the global web 
brand manager for more information.

 Caution 
No part of the templates may be modified in any 
way to affect their position, color, behavior, or 
other attributes beyond what is provided. If you are 
uncertain of what specifically is or isn’t allowed, please 
consult the global web brand manager.

Web Guidelines
3.08 Website Templates (Common Layout Elements)
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Web Guidelines
3.09 Home Page Layout

The layout of the home, or top, page of 
each Tosoh Group company is fixed with 
the common elements shown at right.

Individual Tosoh Group companies can 
determine the content to be displayed in 
each “container” designed for their website.

Note that websites are engineered to be 
center displayed on browsers, since more 
than 94% of web browser users have 
screen resolutions over 1024 pixels.

Language selection (when available or required).

Search box. Allows user to search the site using keywords.

Banner area for all web sites. Companies can opt simply for a 
company name and slogan and changeable visual (as shown), or 
use this container for special product or service messaging and 
campaign purposes.

White area with left, center, and right containers. The left 
container is for “quick links” to priority content. The center 
container is a “soft message” spotlight (e.g., branding message, 
product campaign, etc., for customers). The right container is a 
“hard news” spotlight (i.e., for investors, analysts, press).

Footer with all essential links to major site areas.

A

C

B

D

E

C

A B

D

E
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Web Guidelines
3.10 Header

The header provides for easy access to the 
most important sections of a company’s 
site and to search functionality.

 

 

Utility navigation to user-specific content 
(contact, my account, shopping cart, etc.).

Language selection (if available). 

Keyword search.

B CA

A

C

B
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The footer contains links to all key sections 
of the site. It is displayed on every page to 
facilitate easy access to content.

Web Guidelines
3.11 Footer 

Tosoh corporate mark or company contact details.

Footer links, which can be determined by each 
company.

A

B

A B

 2012 Version 2.0
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Web Guidelines
3.12 Web Page Layout

Company websites are informational 
websites designed to convey the Tosoh 
brand to the world and to educate site users.

In addition to the common links available via 
the ubiquitous header and footer, a global 
and left menu provide for main navigation. 

A

A

C

B

B

D

D

C

E

E

Global navigation horizontal menu with drop-down 
submenu allows quick access to lower level pages.

Section title.

Page title.

Left menu with submenu always appears on the left 
side of the page where users expect to see it.

General content area allows for rich text, video, and 
other images and can be added to and formatted by 
content managers.
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Web Guidelines
3.13 Breadcrumbs
Breadcrumbs are a form of secondary navigation that helps to 
support the site’s primary navigation.

They exist as a pathway of links that 
help orient visitors as to where they are 
relative to the main site. If visitors want to 
go back a level, they can simply click on 
the appropriate breadcrumb link in lieu of 
clicking their browser’s “back” button.

The “home” icon is linked directly to the 
website’s home page.

 Caution 
Breadcrumbs cannot be modified in any way to affect 
their position, color, behavior, or other attributes 
beyond what is provided.

Breadcrumbs are located toward the top of web 
pages’ content area. The name of the page that the 
visitor is viewing is displayed in red.

A

A
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Web Guidelines
3.14 Navigation

In addition to the common links available 
through the ubiquitous headers and 
footers, a global navigation menu with 
drop-down capability allows for instant 
access to the site’s lower levels. A left 
navigation menu assists browsing within a 
particular section or subsection.

Header links.

Global navigation menu.

Drop-down menu allows quick access to interior 
level pages.

Breadcrumbs allow users to navigate “upstream” 
from the current page.

Left menu with submenu appears on the left side 
of the page where users expect to see it. 

Footer links.

A

C

B

D

E

F

A

C

B

D

E

F
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Web Guidelines
3.15 Banners
The banner area of Tosoh web pages permits the display of visual and 
verbal communication for marketing, branding, education, and other 
ways of engaging with your visitors. 

Banners may be static, unchanging images 
or a series of images that display in 
sequence, automatically fading from one 
to the next (home page rotating banner). 

The banner must have ample white 
space around the Tosoh corporate mark. 
Please refer to 3.18 Corporate Mark 
Specifications, page 67, for details about 
the corporate mark usage.

Please contact your company PR contact 
for an Adobe Photoshop file with 
predetermined spacing and dimensions 
to allow for quick banner creation. A 
PR contact to facilitate communications 
between Tosoh Corporation and Tosoh 
Group companies has been designated at 
each Tosoh Group company.

You have the option to link a (rotating) 
banner to a specified destination page. 
Ideally, the messaging in the banner should 
serve as a lead-in to the destination page.

Linking rotating banners is done in the 
iAPPS content manager.

Static banners cannot be linked.

 Caution 
At least one home page banner must be made. 

 Caution 
Banners need not all have the Tosoh corporate mark. 
Where the corporate mark is not visible, please 
provide it in the footer, as described in 3.11, page 60.

 Caution 
Where images are featured alongside the Tosoh 
corporate mark, care must be taken to protect the 
corporate mark’s exclusion area (see more at 3.18 
Corporate Mark Specifications, page 67).

Banner exampleBanner example
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Web Guidelines
3.16 Icons
Icons should be used consistently and appropriately throughout your website.

Links

Use the symbol “»” (HTML Code: &#187 
or &raquo) for text elements requiring 
a link. This helps make your linked text 
more noticeable. The symbol and its 
accompanying text must be linked to the 
same destination page.

Quotation Marks

Used for pullout quotes in web page text.

Adobe PDF Icon

Used solely as an indicator of an active 
link to a portable document format (PDF) 
file with a .pdf file name extension. The 
PDF file size should be shown in units 
of kilobytes (KB) or megabytes (MB). 
Please refer to 3.26 PDF Files on page 
88 regarding the treatment of PDFs on 
websites.

Excel File Icon

Used as an indicator of an active link to a 
downloadable Microsoft Excel file.

Downloadable File Icon

Used for links to generate a 
downloadable file. 

RSS Icon

Used for a link to XML for RSS (Really 
Simple Syndication) feed registration.

 Note
Icons will be available from the CMS.

»
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Web Guidelines
3.17 Visual Design

The visual design of the Tosoh 
Corporation website seeks to project the 
image of Tosoh Corporation as a major 
multinational company with distinctive 
products, services, and people.

Absolute consistency in the use of color 
and fonts on all Tosoh Group websites is 
necessary for projecting the proper image 
of the Tosoh brand.
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 Caution 
Although a large communication area has been allocated for the banner area on web pages, 
it is still important to maintain Tosoh’s clean and clear style. We recommend, therefore, the 
use of open, borderless images for features in this space. White to transparent gradients are 
effective in helping images blend in to the exclusion area without resulting in a border.

 Caution 
The orange-tinted logo to the right is no longer acceptable and should not 
be used. All files including it should be deleted to avoid any confusion.

Web Guidelines
3.18 Corporate Mark Specifications

The corporate mark should be used 
as a stand-alone graphical element. 
An ample amount of space must 
surround it.

The corporate mark consists of two 
parts: the Tosoh symbol and the 
Tosoh logotype. The logotype must 
appear directly below the symbol. 
To maintain the integrity of the 
corporate mark, the proportions, 
fonts, and spacing should never be 
altered. Do not add shadowing to 
these elements.

Standardized placement of the 
corporate mark on all websites 
will help to unify the overall Tosoh 
brand image. This is an important 
branding rule that applies to the 
entire Tosoh Group and all its 
subsidiaries.

 Caution 
The color standards stipulated herein are 
based on web-safe colors defined specifically 
for websites. When using the logo for any 
application other than a website, refer to 
Tosoh Corporate Visual Identity Guidelines 
2012 Versions 2.0.

As a general rule, keep the exclusion area free of 
graphics, text, and images. The exclusion area is 
two times the length of a, as defined in the diagram 
above. It is shown in white, but this does not imply 
that the exclusion area is colored white. Rather, it is 
transparent. White is the optimal background color on 
which the corporate mark should appear.

Exclusion Area

a 2 a2 a

2 a

2 a

Tosoh Symbol
(Tosoh Red)

Tosoh Logotype
(Black)

Corporate Colors

RGB 
R227 G3 B45

HEX 
#E3032D

Tosoh Red

Black

RGB 
R0 G0 B0

HEX 
#000000
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Web Guidelines
3.18 Corporate Mark Specifications (cont.)

Placement of the Tosoh corporate mark 
on nonwhite backgrounds is allowed only 
in the bottom left area of the footer. The 
corporate mark to be used is available 
from the tosoh.com content library. For 
guidance, please contact the global web 
brand manager.

Acceptable Use

Corporate mark on a nonwhite background.A

A
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Web Guidelines
3.19 Text Fonts inside Graphic Data 

Univers 45 (Light) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Univers 55 (Roman) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Univers 65 (Bold) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Univers 47 (Light Condensed) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Univers 57 (Condensed) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Univers 67 (Bold Condensed) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890

Primary Font for Graphic Use 
For titles and headlines in graphics.

Example of Fonts in Message Banner

The use of a professional graphic designer 
or creative production company is 
recommended to produce communications 
materials of the highest-possible quality 
for distribution outside Tosoh Corporation. 
Designers are to use the fonts indicated on 
this page.

Any text used within GIF, JPEG, or other 
image data files is considered “text inside 
graphic data.” In general, this means text 
that cannot be selected letter by letter 
using a mouse.

When using characters within visual 
graphic data or as image files, use the 
fonts stipulated here. Use the Univers 
family (in titles and headlines when special 
advertising treatment is needed). It is 
suitable for web features, banners, and ads.

Univers is the Tosoh font family stipulated 
in the Tosoh Corporate Visual Identity 
Guidelines. Using the same font family on 
a website helps portray a unified image 
with other media.

If the features, banners, and ads include 
text descriptions (aside from the headline 
or title), use the Arial font.

Use HTML text for items other than titles 
and headlines that need special emphasis.

Arial (Regular) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Arial (Italic) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Arial (Bold) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Arial (Bold Italic) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890

Secondary Font for Graphic Use
For use within body text.

Univers 47 (Light Condensed)
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Web Guidelines
3.19 Text Fonts for Non-graphic Data

Arial
  

 
Arial (Regular) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Arial (Italic) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Arial (Bold) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
Arial (Bold Italic) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890

Main Copy: HTML Font 
For use for body text and  
subtitles.

PT Sans Narrow  
Normal 400 / Latin Set  

PT Sans (Regular) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
PT Sans (Italic) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
PT Sans (Bold) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890
PT Sans (Bold Italic) 

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
abcdefghijklm1234567890

The Google Web Font, PT Sans Narrow, 
is available here:

http://www.google.com/webfonts/family
?family=PT+Sans+Narrow&subset=latin

Titles: Google Web Font 
For headings and titles when HTML 
text is to be used. 

There will be occasions where a web 
designer will be commissioned to do work 
for Tosoh web page content. If that work 
involves text, the fonts to be used are 
stipulated here.

The designated font for headings and titles 
is PT Sans Narrow Regular (the Google 
web font). The Google Web Font is a 
beta technology and can be updated and 
changed at any time. Style sheets thus 
should be configured to fail gracefully to 
web-safe fonts. The web-safe alternatives 
are PT Sans Narrow, Univers 47 Light 
Condensed, Arial and Helvetica.

The HTML font for body copy is Arial. The 
web-safe alternative is Helvetica.
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Web Guidelines
3.19 CMS Text Fonts and Styles

When creating web pages in the CMS, you 
will find that your fonts have been chosen 
for you as a part of the font standardization 
programmed into the system. There are, 
however, a number of selectable header 
sizes and font styles available, as well as 
such font formatting fundamentals as bold, 
italics, and underlining.

Header Tags Best Practices
H1-sized text should not be used with more 
than 5% of all text or characters on a page.

H2-sized text is eye-catching and useful for 
introductory blurbs to web pages or when 
highlighting important items. But because 
the text is colored red, H2 text should be 
used sparingly to avoid oversaturation.

H3- to H5-sized text may be used freely 
but is best used for paragraph titles or for 
transitional text between paragraphs.

Header Tags
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Web Guidelines
3.19 CMS Text Fonts and Styles (cont.)

Styles Best Practices
“ADDRESS NAME” is to be used primarily 
for the company name when providing 
contact information. But it can also be used 
sparingly as a title or as a table item. Do 
not use this style for extensive text, such 
as paragraphs.

A “quickLink-Heading” is to be primarily 
used when making the “Related Links” 
content item (see 3.21 Related Links, 
page 80). It can also be used sparingly 
for paragraph titles and headings. Do not 
use this style for extensive text, such as 
paragraphs.

A “quickLink-List” is to be used when listing 
linked items in the “Related Links” content 
item (see 3.21 Related Links, page 80). It 
also can be used in situations that call for 
small text, such as captions or footnotes, or 
for the contact info content item.

“Product-small” is a style to be used only 
for product-naming conventions requiring 
text 60% the size of normal paragraph text. 
Please consult your product manager on 
whether you need to use this style.

Styles
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Web Guidelines
3.20 Color

The use of consistent colors on Tosoh 
communications (including Tosoh 
websites) will help make the company’s 
communications more recognizable to 
target audiences.  Tosoh red should be the 
first color people see in all communications. 
Secondary colors are to be used in addition 
to Tosoh red (e.g., for graphs or diagrams), 
and complementary colors are to be 
used sparingly to support graphics. We 
recommend that complementary colors 
constitute less than 5% of the overall 
space. Please remember that white also is 
important to the Tosoh brand. Sufficient 
clean white space is necessary to speak the 
Tosoh visual language.

Adobe software, such as Adobe Photoshop 
and Fireworks, uses colors that are 
designated in RGB (where 0R/0G/0B 
equates to black and 255R/255G/255B 
equates to white). In HTML, colors are 
designated in hexadecimal (base 16, where 
#000000 is black and #FFFFFF is white).

 Note
These color guidelines show color values for on-screen use 
only. For print please refer to 2.04 Color Use on page 35.

 Restrictions
Pastels, hot colors, neon colors and tie dye style color 
patterns are not to be used.

R 0
G 85
B 127

HEX
#00557F

R 0
G 59
B 85

HEX
#003B55

R 0
G 146
B 146

HEX
#009292

Tosoh Red
Tosoh red is the color of the Tosoh brand. It is a warm and confident color that draws attention and calls for action to 
be taken. Gradients are not to be applied to Tosoh red without prior approval. With the exception of color 
photography, Tosoh Corporate Red and colors are the only colors to be used for graphical elements. 

Tosoh
Teal

R 163
G 90
B 138

HEX
#A35A8A

R 130
G 30
B 107

HEX
#821E6B

R 98
G 30
B 74

HEX
#621E4A

Light 
Purple

Medium
Purple

Dark
Purple

R 255
G 230
B 134

HEX
#FFE686

R 237
G 232
B 225

HEX
#EDE8E1

R 197 
G 154
B 0

HEX
#C59A00

White
Yellow

Pale
Yellow

Dark
Yellow

R 159
G 196
B 24

HEX
#9FC418

R 23
G 165
B 56

HEX
#03A500

R 24
G 98
B 27

HEX
#16612C

Grass
Green

Apple
Green

Forest
Green

R 139
G 185
B 187

HEX
#8BB9BB

R 0 
G 146
B 146

HEX
#009292

R 0
G 120
B 115

HEX
#007873

White
Teal

Light
Teal

Dark
Teal

Tosoh
Navy

Tosoh
Cobalt

R 190
G 183
B 169

HEX
#BEB7A9

R 255
G 212
B 0

HEX
#FFD400

Tosoh
Yellow

Tosoh
Warm Gray

R 225
G 225
B 225

HEX
#E1E1E1

R 0
G 0
B 0

HEX
#000000

Tosoh 
Gray Spectrum

R 227
G 3
B 45

HEX
#E3032D

Secondary Colors
The secondary palette has been designed to complement Tosoh red and expresses the versatility of the company.

Complementary Colors
The complementary color palette has been designed to give more freedom to the Tosoh colors. Complementary
colors, however, are merely accent colors and should not take up more than 5% of the total page space.
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Web Guidelines
3.20 Color (Examples) 

6

8

4

2

0

FY

S  22.5%

E  8%

P 52.2%

C 32.2%

O  16.9%

(US$543.2 million)

Example of

Using secondary
and complementary

colors together
¥987.6 billion

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
‘12‘11‘10‘09 ‘15‘14‘13‘08

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT
Amet consectetuer adipiscing elit

‘07

Example
graphic

By 2015
example

Examples of using secondary and complementary colors together.

Competitor A
Competitor B
Competitor C
Competitor D
Tosoh Corporation

NOSTRUD EXERCI TATION
ULLAMCORPER SUSCIPIT LOBORTIS 
Tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna
aliquam erat volutpat

26%

34%

8%

21%
11%

Use Tosoh red to represent Tosoh when comparing Tosoh to competitors.

7

8

6

5

4

3

2

1

Competitors
Tosoh Corporation

201220112010200920082007

NOSTRUD EXERCI TATION
ULLAMCORPER SUSCIPIT LOBORTIS 
Tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna
aliquam erat volutpat

Lorem ipsum dolor
(Dolore magna aliquam erat)

2012

2011

2010

17.81

14.02

13.65

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

Example of the use of secondary colors.

Lorem ipsum 
dolor sit amet
(Adipiscing elit)

2012

2011

2010

8%+
22.31

16.32

11.51 

‘12‘10 ‘11‘09‘08

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet
Consectetur adipiscing elit
Vivamus et nibh odio
Donec ullamcorper orci turpis

Examples of using complementary colors as an accent.

(Diam nunummy nibh euismod)

Tosoh red, secondary colors, and complementary colors are shown 
on a variety of graphical elements. Light gray and bright colors, such 
as yellow and beige, are not to be used for text or line illustrations.
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Web Guidelines
3.21 Content Elements
Content refers to any and all elements that populate the pages of a website, 
including headlines, body text, photographs, graphical elements, videos, 
documents, links and forms, and marketing campaign elements.

Content is the most important asset of any 
website. And providing a consistent flow 
of high-quality content to convert viewers 
to customers or business allies, is the 
ultimate goal of any content manager.

The basic design of the Tosoh website 
accounts for all major content elements. 
But content managers may need to 
develop new elements for specific 
campaigns or other purposes.

Please refer to this section for an 
understanding of basic principles. The 
global web brand manager, meanwhile, 
can provide support for best practices 
for displaying content on any individual 
content page.
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Web Guidelines
3.21 Content Elements (cont.)

Contact Info
The contact info content item provides 
visitors with a quick reference to how they 
can get in touch with you.

Any page featuring a product should have 
this content item on its left-hand side.

Styling
The contact info content item makes use of 
the following styles:

A

C
B

quickLink-List.

quickLink-List (bold).

quickLink-List.

A

C

B

 Caution 
Please refer to 3.19 CMS Text Fonts 
and Styles on page 35.
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Web Guidelines
3.21 Content Elements (cont.)

Expandable Content
The expandable content item allows 
visitors to enlarge or shrink content. This 
is particularly useful for long-running text 
or long lists that would otherwise require 
visitors to scroll extensively.

Expand/collapse button.A

A
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Web Guidelines
3.21 Content Elements (cont.)

Slide Show
The slide show content item presents 
visitors with image thumbnails selectable 
from a sliding reel and viewable in an 
enlarged frame.

The frame allows you to link the image 
shown there to a page of your choosing. 
It also enables you to provide a text 
description.

Enlarged image frame.

Text description area.

Thumbnail slide show reel with buttons for 
cycling through images.

A

C

B

C

B

A
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Web Guidelines
3.21 Content Elements (cont.)

Tabbed Content
Tabbed content allows you to present a lot 
of content using minimal space. Several 
tabs can be used to present multiple 
products or to display different features of 
the same product or product line.

There is no set limit for the number of tabs 
you may have. There is however, limited 
horizontal space on the web page templates. 
Moreover, the length of a tab’s name will 
directly affect the number of tabs you are 
able to employ.

When planning your tabbed content, please 
consult the global web brand manager for 
the best way to present the information.
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Related Links
The design of content pages permits the 
inclusion of content modules called Related 
Links. Related Links provide users with one-
click access to information and features of a 
similar nature.

Styling
The Related Links module item makes use 
of the following styles:

Web Guidelines
3.21 Content Elements (cont.)

quickLink-Heading.

quickLink-List.

A

B

A

B
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In-Site Advertisements
Tosoh content managers have the option 
of planning and implementing an “in-site 
advertising campaign” to call attention to 
promotions, products, services, or special 
initiatives.

Web Guidelines
3.21 Content Elements (cont.)

Advertising image (linkable to desired page).

Advertising text (linkable to desired page).

A

B

A

B
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Web Guidelines
3.22 Text
Each website content manager is responsible for the accuracy 
and quality of his or her site’s content.

Standards for main text and menus are 
defined below.

General Copy Writing Rules
• Use terms that can be easily understood 

by site users. 

• Use correct English grammar, 
punctuation, and spelling. 

• When possible, do not use double-
byte (Japanese) characters. Platform-
dependent characters are compatible only 
with a particular OS or hardware platform 
and may either not display at all or 
become scrambled on some platforms. 

• Avoid using company jargon and provide 
an explanation when using industry-
specific terms.

• Avoid using expressions in which the 
meaning differs based on country 
or region; expressions that cause 
misunderstanding; expressions of 
hyperbole; and expressions that are illegal 
or that go against public ethics and morals. 

• Bear in mind the need for particular 
clarity and care if the content is intended 
for a global audience.

Abbreviation or Acronym
When using an abbreviation or acronym 
for the first time in a page’s main text, 
show the correct full name followed, in 
parentheses, by the abbreviation in capital 
letters. From the second use on, simply 
use the abbreviation in all caps.

Dates
Follow the standards in the country where 
the company exists.

Link Text
Use keywords that make it clear what 
sort of content the link leads to and that 
you wish the content to be picked up and 
displayed by search engines.

Quotation Marks
Utilize pull quotes (page 65) in the right 
column of the templates.

Registered Trademarks
When featuring a product name or other 
branded content, use the registered 
trademark sign (®). This is to be used for 
the first instance only. From the second 
instance on, it is not required.
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Web Guidelines
3.23 Photography 
To unify Tosoh’s corporate image, guidelines  
exist for the use of imagery in communications.

The aim is to project an image of 
people and lifestyles affected by Tosoh 
products and activities.

Composition: Images should be 
borderless or within right-angled 
borders, intimate, dynamic, simple, 
clean, unified, spontaneous, 
unrehearsed.
Lighting & Color: Use natural skin 
tones, light and bright. Black and white 
photography is also acceptable.
Communication: At the core of all 
Tosoh print materials, we strive to 
communicate who we are through the 
choice of photography.

Attributes include
• Smart images that create a positive, 

intelligent feeling, without arrogance

• Considerate images that say that we 
are approachable, supportive, fair, 
and caring, without being over-the-
top, too soft, or cheesy

• Innovative images that represent 
leadership, resourcefulness, and 
groundbreaking achievements, but 

not sci-fi or dehumanized images or 
images with unnatural color

• Driven images that create a powerful 
and dynamic atmosphere, without 
clichés

• Professional images that show integrity 
and respect, without being stuffy

It is very important that our images be 
consistently strong. Some examples 
have been provided to show specifically 
what is and isn’t acceptable.

 Note
Product photos and other graphics from printed 
matter have been cleared for use in print, but usage 
rights may not extend to their use on a website. 
Always check with the individual in charge of 
producing the printed matter for confirmation.

 Caution
To keep our websites loading quickly, small file 
sizes are important. Please ensure, however, that 
image quality remains high and that images are 
not blurry and pixel compression is not visible. 
For on-screen viewing (using bitmap artwork), 
the resolution should be no less than 72 dpi. Avoid 
uploading images as PDF files.
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Web Guidelines
3.23 Photography Restrictions

It is very important that images used on 
Tosoh websites be consistently strong. 
Examples here show unacceptable 
photography.

Unacceptable Photography

Do not use photographs that are flat 
and have no depth in the background.

Do not use photographs  
that look dull and old.

 Do not use collage techniques.Do not use abstract photographs.

Do not use contrived or  
obviously set up photographs.

Do not use photos that are blurry or 
grossly out of focus.

Do not use oversaturated colors.

Do not use photos that are grainy or 
small photos that have been enlarged 
beyond reason.

Do not use borders to  
box in photographs.

Do not use photos that have been 
overly warped or distorted.

Do not use unnaturally lit  
“scientific” photographs.

Do not place photographs within the 
shape of the Tosoh symbol or any 
other odd shapes.
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2020 85%

2000 64%

1990
35%

1980
18%

SECTETUR 
ADIP ISCING.

elitaec enas 
pulvinar leo a 
felis pretium 
malesuada.

1980

2030

2012
LOREM IPSUM
DOLOR SIT CONSECTETUR
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Proin 
rutrum tristique gravida. Quisque 
arcu tortor, dapibus id mattis non, 
dignissim id eros. Integer 
pellentesque sagittis pellentesque.

No more than four different colors should be used for 
graphics. If complementary colors are used, please adhere 
to the limitations of use designated by the color palette. 

Use bold and dynamic graphics to illustrate a point.

Simple graphics with scaled up information points.

Use graphics to highlight a point in text form.

Fact 1

35%
US

Fact 3

39%
Asia

Fact 2

26%
Europe

Fact 4

54%
Japan

Web Guidelines
3.24 Graphics and Illustrations

Graphical elements should reinforce the 
Tosoh brand as that of a serious multinational 
corporation with a commitment to excellence 
on every level of business activity.

As such, photographs are preferred to 
illustrative depictions, and close attention 
should be paid to uniformity in the style of 
charts, graphs, tables, and other graphical 
elements required to convey information.

Note that all graphical elements must 
be approved by the global web brand 
manager before publication.

 Caution
To keep our websites loading quickly, small file sizes are 
important. Please ensure, however, that image quality 
remains high and that images are not blurry and pixel 
compression is not visible. Avoid uploading graphics as 
PDF files.
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Crude oil equivalent

5.5 million 550,000 5.5 million 550,000

Excluding seawater

55.0 million 55.0 million

RAW MATERIALS 
(Metric Tons)

ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION 
(Kiloliters)

WATER 
CONSUMPTION 
(Metric Tons)

5.0 million 550,000

PRODUCTS
(Metric Tons)

INPUT

Use of Simple Iconography to Visually Represent Tosoh Elements

Illustrated icons should be used consistently throughout a given 
document.  The same icons should be used universally when referring 
to a particular topic (i.e. bioscience, environment, investors, etc.).

All drawings and icons should be logical. Do not 
exaggerate what exists in real life or what is 
generally accepted within industry circles (pictures 
of molecules, DNA double helix, etc.).

Use of line illustrations and icons are a great way to 
present flow information.

Maecenas
pulv inaleo

Lorem ips
um dolor sit 

Tincidunt euis
modu

Dolor sit lorem 
ipsum 

Sectetur adipiscing elit. 
Maecenas pulvinar leo a 
felis pretium malesuada. 
Maecenas magna ligula, 
malesuada quis sagittis 
non, tincidunt euismod u

Sectetur adipiscing elit. 
Maecenas pulvinar leo a 
felis pretium malesuada. 

Maecenas magna ligula, 
malesuada quis sagittis 
non, tincidunt euismod u

Maecenas magna ligula, 
malesuada quis sagittis 
non, tincidunt euismod u

Lorem
ipsum

Umdolor sit

Maecenas Magna ligula

Maecenas
pulv inaleo

Lorem ips
um dolor sit 

Tincidunt 
euis modu

Sectetur adipiscing elit. 
Maecenas pulvinar leo a 
felis pretium malesuada. 
Maecenas magna ligula.

Sectetur adipiscing elit. 
Maecenas pulvinar leo a 
felis pretium malesuada. 

Maecenas magna ligula, 
malesuada quis sagittis 
non, tincidunt euismod.

Web Guidelines
3.24 Graphics and Illustrations (cont.)
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Web Guidelines
3.25 Flash Technology

HTML Version Link

Link to Flash player download page

Minimum version of FLASH PLAYER to be 
detected to be set to 9.

CLOSE WINDOW

Whenever possible, you should provide alongside any Flash content the 
Adobe Flash Player icon linked to Adobe’s website so that your visitors 
can download and install the Flash Player.

Using animated and interactive elements can 
make content easier to understand for users 
without visual disabilities. But for visually 
impaired users or people using screen 
readers, alternative content is required. 

To accommodate the special needs 
of these users, create pages in such a 
way that at least a minimum amount of 
information can be communicated without 
the use of Flash.

• Where possible, prepare alternative content 
(HTML or text version) for all Flash content 
and use JavaScript plug-in detection 
(minimum Flash Player 9 required) to 
provide a smooth transition to that content 
based on the user environment. 

• Optionally, place a text link to the non-
Flash version of the contents at the top 
of the Flash page so that the non-flash 
version can also be selected manually.

• When using Flash, it is important to add a 
link to the download page of the required 
plug-in (Adobe Flash or Shockwave) on 
the page with Flash content.

• Use an interactive flash demo when it is 
determined to be the most appropriate 
method of delivering the content and 
when it serves as a supplement to other 
existing content.

• Use words to communicate as much as 
possible of the information shown visually.

• Do not use only splash movies on pages 
within the site. Users will be unable 
to obtain the desired information, 
dramatically reducing usability. In 
addition, with only Flash content on 
a page there are no keywords for the 
search engines to find, making SEO 
virtually impossible. A page may, 
however, use a splash movie as one 
element of its content.

• If the movie is not the chief element of 
content, add a brief comment stating that 
it is a feature in Flash.

Please follow the rules below when 
creating Flash content that opens into a 
full-screen window.

• Note clearly that the Flash content will 
open in a new window and full screen.

• Apply the Tosoh logo to the feature 
following the guidelines in 3.18 Corporate 
Mark Specifications on page 67.

• Add a skip button if the content includes 
a splash movie.

• When using sound, add a mute button or 
way to turn off the sound. 

• Add copyright information.

• Place a “close window” button in the 
upper right of the screen.
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Web Guidelines
3.26 PDF Files
The rules below indicate the use of PDF files on Tosoh websites. 
Content should be provided primarily in HTML, as often third-party 
software, such as PDFs, do not display uniformly.

Rules
• Use Adobe Acrobat to create PDF files. 

• Add a PDF icon and show the file size.

• Add a link to the necessary plug-in 
(Adobe Reader) download page.

• Ensure that PDF files open in a new 
window.

• Do not use Asian script fonts when creating 
PDF files to avoid errors on operating 
systems not equipped with such fonts.

• Embed all fonts when creating a PDF file so 
that the PDF can be displayed without font 
errors in foreign versions of Adobe Reader.

Whenever possible, provide the Adobe 
Reader icon alongside any PDF file. That 
icon must be linked to the page on Adobe’s 
website where your visitors can download 
and install the reader.

http://www.adobe.com/products/reader.html
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Web Guidelines
3.27 Beyond Websites
Tosoh’s web presence extends beyond its official company websites. 

Tosoh also exists in the form of blogs 
(weblogs or web journals); satellite sites 
(websites dedicated solely to products); 
social media; and other online venues 
where Tosoh does not have direct control 
over the content pertaining to it.

It will take a collective effort by all the 
participants in Tosoh’s web activities, 
including but not limited to web content 
authors, global PR contacts, and the global 
web brand manager, to consolidate and 
maintain the Tosoh web brand.
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Web Guidelines
3.28 Basic Policy for Logo on Third-Party Sites

When represented on third-party websites, 
the Tosoh corporate mark is to be used 
observing the proper exclusion area 
restrictions.

An individual Tosoh Group company listed 
on a third-party website is allowed to 
display its official company name when 
appropriate. But there is no need to use a 
logotype combination as described in 1.03 
Combination System, page 13, as there 
may be size limitations.
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Web Guidelines
3.29 Satellite Sites

Satellite sites, also known as product 
sites, are subject to the Migration Policy 
introduced in 3.02 on page 48. When due 
for update or renewal, satellite sites must 
be rebranded using the CMS provided by 
the Tosoh Group web platform. 
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Web Guidelines
3.30 Social Media
Social media has quickly grown from a poorly understood phenomenon 
into a widely recognized channel featuring opportunities and risk. 

Used effectively, social media can 
strengthen relationships with customers; 
open new avenues to customers; record 
customer demographics; and serve as a 
vehicle for marketing, sales promotion, 
public and investor relations, and other 
business initiatives. Managed poorly, 
social media can damage a company’s 
reputation and potential for growth.

As a rule, any Tosoh Group company 
planning to engage in or to dramatically 
expand its activities with social media 
must first consult the global web brand 
manager. This protocol applies to the 
various social media venues, including but 
not limited to those listed below:

Blog Hosting Sites (for user-created blogs*)
Common blog sites are Blogger, Wordpress, 
Tumblr, Twitter, LiveJournal, Blog.com

*User-created blogs refer to blogs whose content is 
provided solely by individuals as opposed to corporations 
and organizations. Private blogs and online journals are 
common types of user-created blogs.

Image Hosting and Sharing Sites
Popular sites include Flickr, Photobucket, 
Picasa

Video Hosting and Sharing Sites
Popular sites include YouTube, Vimeo, 
Veoh, and Hulu

Social Networking Sites (SNS)
Popular sites include Facebook, LinkedIn, 
MySpace, Google Plus, Pinterest

Regarding the governance of Tosoh 
employee behavior on SNSs, please refer 
to the Tosoh Global Social Media Policy 
available from the PR contact at each Tosoh 
Group company.

Slide Show Sites 
Popular sites include SlideShare, 
SlideRocket, Animoto

Social Bookmarking
Popular sites include Delicious.com, 
StumbleUpon, digg, Reddit, FARK

Other Social Media
Internet encyclopedias like Wikipedia.org

Question and answer sites like Answers.com, 
Ask.com
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Web Guidelines
3.31 Multimedia

Any other digitally published and 
distributed media, such as DVDs, 
e-brochures, PowerPoint slide shows (for 
external use), infographics, and the like, 
are potential web content and are thus 
subject to the visual identity guidelines 
provided in this document. 

For more information or to inquire about a 
unique case, please contact the global web 
brand manager.

DVD
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Browser cache The data of web pages visited and stored on a   
 computer. Using the browser cache can speed up   
 the response time when pages are revisited because   
 there is no need to download the content from the   
 server each time it is accessed. Cached data, however,  
 may not reflect the latest data on the server.

CMS The Content Management System, or web technology  
 platform, by which content is input, published, and   
 updated.

Container A designated area of a page layout into which content  
 modules can be embedded.

Content Any and all elements that populate the pages of the   
 website, including headlines, body text, photographs,  
 graphical elements, videos, documents, links and forms,  
 and marketing campaign related elements. Content is the  
 most important asset of any website, and providing   
 a consistent flow of high-quality content that converts  
 users to customers or to Tosoh business allies, is the   
 ultimate goal of any content manager.

Content manager The personnel authorized to develop and submit content  
 to International Corporate Development for publishing  
 on the web, including such users of these guidelines as  
 marketing managers, product managers, PR staff, etc.

Content modules Discreet types of content, such as a slide show, Flash   
 video, or application, etc., that can be embedded in a   
 web page layout.

Content page A lower-level page that displays detailed information on  
 a topic, such as product, service, activity, news item, etc.

Flash Media content, including audio and animated graphics,  
 that is viewable with the Flash player provided by Adobe  
 Systems.

Global web brand manager Based at International Corporate Development (ICD),   
 Tokyo, the manager of the “community” of Tosoh web  
 content managers worldwide. The global web brand  
 manager is responsible for enforcing these guidelines,  
 ensuring best practices, and enhancing the Tosoh brand  
 through web communication activities and online   
 marketing programs. Contact Jeff.Markley@tosoh.com.

Home page The top-level page of a website.

Informational website A site designed to convey the Tosoh brand to the world  
 and to educate site users. 

Javascript A simplified programming language suitable for use   
 with web browsers. The name originates from its  
 descriptive method, which is similar to Java, also  
 a programming language. JavaScript, however, is an   
 entirely different script language and is incompatible   
 with Java.

Web Guidelines
3.32 Glossary
The various terms used in these guidelines related to Tosoh website 
development and maintenance are defined here.
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PDF A format for electronic documents provided by Adobe  
 Systems. It enables users to electronically distribute   
 documents created with layout software and reproduce  
 the original image of the data with a high degree of   
 accuracy, regardless of the recipients’ computer or   
 system environment.  

SEO Search engine optimization. A method of ensuring that  
 search results of preset keywords are displayed at or   
 near the top of search engine result pages. SEO   
 optimizes website content to achieve a higher ranking in  
 search results by, for example, incorporating specific   
 keywords or links associated with the website.

Site map A single page that displays an outline of links to all   
 sections and key pages of the website. 

User Refers to users of a Tosoh website. Each user will have  
 his or her own mindset (depending on whether he or she  
 is a customer, analyst, investor, journalist, scientist, etc.)  
 that needs to be considered when developing and   
 updating content for the website.

Web Guidelines
3.32 Glossary (cont.)
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Office Applications & Templates
4.01 Business Cards (Front)

Michael Kirkpatrick
Manager
Human Relations

3600 Gantz Road, Grove City, OH 43123-1895
Tel: +1 (614) 539 8622  Fax: +1 (614) 539 8722
michael.kirkpatrick@tosoh.com  www.tosohamerica.com  

First name Last name
Position
Position
Maximum three lines

Secondary information, such as
Address
Tel and Fax
Direct telephone
E-mail, URL

John Smith 
Product Manager EMEA, Molecular Biology 
 
Tosoh Bioscience N.V./S.A.  
Transportstraat 4, Industrieterrein Ravenshout 5353  
B-3980 Tessenderlo Belgium  
Tel: +32 (0) 1361 8444  Fax: +32 (0) 1366 4749  
Direct: +32 (0) 1361 8444  Mobile: +32 (0) 1361 0000  
john.smith@tosoh.com  
www.tosoh.com   

Business cards can be adapted to include varying 
information, but the typographic style must be 
maintained. They are to be printed in two colors 
(Tosoh red and black) on white paper. Embossing 
is prohibited (the printing style is flat as opposed 
to raised).

Format and paper: 

North America: 90 x 50 mm  
  80-pound white vellum 

Europe: 90 x 55 mm  
  Biotop quality (light ecru), 250 g 

Asia: 90 x 55 mm  
  Ivoline, Super Matt White, 250 g 

 

 Caution
Please note the conventions for denoting telephone numbers 
(Tel:) and facsimile numbers (Fax:) without hyphens, as well as 
the conventions for the URL and the e-mail address. All text is 
to be treated in sentence case (no full uppercase lettering). When 
Tosoh Bioscience is used, the legal entity must also be indicated.

~  Exceptions
The exclusion area is only one proportion of a for the area above 
the corporate mark. Business cards are the only case where a 
horizontal line below the combination system is acceptable.

Employee’s name:  
Univers 65 Bold, size 8 pt, leading 8.7 pt

3 a

a

a 

Combination system (Tosoh symbol 10 x 10 mm, therefore a = 3.333 mm)

Employee’s position:  
Univers 45 Light, size 6.7 pt, leading 8.7 pt

Secondary information:  
Univers 55 Roman, size 6.7 pt, leading 8.7 pt

Align text to corporate logotype

1.5 a
Place-name 

and position 
under this line

Place address, details, 
and certification logo 
(if applicable) above 

this baseline

Space at least  
one line break

Note: If more secondary information is necessary, the employee’s position lines must  
be reduced. The minimum space in between, though, is always at least one line break. 
If not a legal requirement, the address of the company can be omitted to provide room 
for higher-priority information. 

Example Example

Specifications

2.7 mm

Center with 
corporate mark

Certification logo:  
Print in monotone if not red and black

Line 0.2 pt
0.5 a
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4.01 Business Cards (Back Option)

東ソー株式会社
プロジェクト・マネージャー
東京都港区芝三丁目

The Chemistry of Innovation

大門　美和

〒105-8623　東京都港区芝3-8-2
Tel: +81-3-5427-5118  Fax: +81-3-5427-5198 
E-mail: m_daimon@tosoh.co.jp
Web: www.tosoh.co.jp 

Center to be 
the baseline for 

tagline text

Univers 47 

Light Condensed

Size 10 pt

White

Solid Tosoh Red with Tagline*If a local language is to be used on 
the back of the card, please follow 
the basic guidelines from the 
previous page. Otherwise, the back 
can optionally be either solid Tosoh 
red or white text on Tosoh red.

Center
* The web URL is also acceptable 
here in the same typeface.
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4.02 Letterheads, News Releases, and Follow Pages

3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623, Japan
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 
info@tosoh.com www.tosoh.com 

3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623, Japan
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 
info@tosoh.com www.tosoh.com 2

March 25, 2008

Dear Sir/Madam

Re. The standard Lorem Ipsum passage, used since the 1500s

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, felis bibendum lorem eros at nibh, netus quam cras nulla eu, ultrices 
oreet integer consectetuer quos, ante lorem orci vestibulum libero. Eros lacus, per eros, fringilla 
adipiscing malesuada mauris nibh fringilla tempus. Et class ut aliquet augue, lorem tempus viverra 
ante fringilla vel, pellentesque nunc id in etiam rutrum, turpis dolor vel sit vestibulum, mi libero vel. 
Tristique urna nunc eveniet sit nec, justo dui mauris scelerisque vel lectus est, massa auctor luctus 
etiam interdum vestibulum arcu, sed ac tellus iaculis. Potenti mollis placerat sed ut ac enim.

Erat ut rutrum mi sit, placerat commodo, consequat duis porta non donec arcu ad. Erat sed, orci 
interdum pede sed mauris tincidunt, ipsum purus molestie parturient turpis. Fusce eget, proin 
tellus conubia wisi orci placerat vehicula, lectus ipsum neque sollicitudin semper et, diam egestas 
nulla suspendisse. Sit eget vel nec, posuere mus felis cras ac nunc, sed platea eget, tincidunt vel 
non. Proin massa purus scelerisque rhoncus eget, in vestibulum turpis tincidunt scelerisque 
aliquam suspendisse, aliquam in tempus nunc esse sociis ea, duis fermentum mauris vulputate, 
orci placerat dapibus condimentum in. Donec justo leo mauris consectetuer in, dolor rhoncus, leo 
tempor tempus hymenaeos doloribus a, et quam nam libero neque bibendum.

Fermentum eget quis nunc nonummy urna, ipsum pharetra placerat posuere sed. Dolor nulla 
natoque, sed id. Eu mauris sed aliquet vehicula viverra, ut tristique habitasse, donec ornare odio 
pariatur, amet pretium amet cum ante venenatis. Aenean dictum quisque. At ante vel est. Lacus 
posuere maecenas bibendum, orci gravida amet, tempus maecenas phasellus, scelerisque in et 
justo, mauris sed in curabitur condimentum augue nec. Congue proin massa eu viverra, nec nibh 
et nec in nulla. Suscipit semper in lectus.

Augue eros mauris dis faucibus consectetuer, sapien vitae nunc sollicitudin, congue eget vitae, 
proin gravida ac blandit, interdum vehicula rhoncus donec ut sed. Augue mauris nunc urna, diam 
bibendum varius cras volutpat, auctor risus mauris ornare proin. Odio etiam pede nibh, egestas 
dolor sodales, ac mi neque ligula diam sit, eu dis nulla et tortor. Nibh a atque a consectetuer, 
fringilla massa at sit lectus itaque lacus, diam rhoncus dui lorem tincidunt vitae vitae. Urna id diam 
sem tempor dui, lacinia gravida ipsum nulla vehicula, vivamus suscipit tincidunt, nam aenean 
ligula blandit. Dui libero pellentesque tortor, purus volutpat tempus quam, massa arcu, amet.

Yours Sincerely,

John Smith
Manager
Public Relations
Corporate Strategy and Planning

March 25, 2008

Dear Sir/Madam

Re. The standard Lorem Ipsum passage, used since the 1500s

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, felis bibendum lorem eros at nibh, netus quam cras nulla eu, ultrices 
oreet integer consectetuer quos, ante lorem orci vestibulum libero. Eros lacus, per eros, fringilla 
adipiscing malesuada mauris nibh fringilla tempus. Et class ut aliquet augue, lorem tempus viverra 
ante fringilla vel, pellentesque nunc id in etiam rutrum, turpis dolor vel sit vestibulum, mi libero vel. 
Tristique urna nunc eveniet sit nec, justo dui mauris scelerisque vel lectus est, massa auctor luctus 
etiam interdum vestibulum arcu, sed ac tellus iaculis. Potenti mollis placerat sed ut ac enim.

Erat ut rutrum mi sit, placerat commodo, consequat duis porta non donec arcu ad. Erat sed, orci 
interdum pede sed mauris tincidunt, ipsum purus molestie parturient turpis. Fusce eget, proin 
tellus conubia wisi orci placerat vehicula, lectus ipsum neque sollicitudin semper et, diam egestas 
nulla suspendisse. Sit eget vel nec, posuere mus felis cras ac nunc, sed platea eget, tincidunt vel 
non. Proin massa purus scelerisque rhoncus eget, in vestibulum turpis tincidunt scelerisque 
aliquam suspendisse, aliquam in tempus nunc esse sociis ea, duis fermentum mauris vulputate, 
orci placerat dapibus condimentum in. Donec justo leo mauris consectetuer in, dolor rhoncus, leo 
tempor tempus hymenaeos doloribus a, et quam nam libero neque bibendum.

Fermentum eget quis nunc nonummy urna, ipsum pharetra placerat posuere sed. Dolor nulla 
natoque, sed id. Eu mauris sed aliquet vehicula viverra, ut tristique habitasse, donec ornare odio 
pariatur, amet pretium amet cum ante venenatis. Aenean dictum quisque. At ante vel est. Lacus 
posuere maecenas bibendum, orci gravida amet, tempus maecenas phasellus, scelerisque in et 
justo, mauris sed in curabitur condimentum augue nec. Congue proin massa eu viverra, nec nibh 
et nec in nulla. Suscipit semper in lectus.

Augue eros mauris dis faucibus consectetuer, sapien vitae nunc sollicitudin, congue eget vitae, 
proin gravida ac blandit, interdum vehicula rhoncus donec ut sed. Augue mauris nunc urna, diam 
bibendum varius cras volutpat, auctor risus mauris ornare proin. Odio etiam pede nibh, egestas 
dolor sodales, ac mi neque ligula diam sit, eu dis nulla et tortor. Nibh a atque a consectetuer, 
fringilla massa at sit lectus itaque lacus, diam rhoncus dui lorem tincidunt vitae vitae. Urna id diam 
sem tempor dui, lacinia gravida ipsum nulla vehicula, vivamus suscipit tincidunt, nam aenean 
ligula blandit. Dui libero pellentesque tortor, purus volutpat tempus quam, massa arcu, amet.

Yours Sincerely,

John Smith
Manager
Public Relations
Corporate Strategy and Planning

NEWS RELEASE

2 a Combination system (Tosoh symbol 12 x 12 mm, therefore a = 4 mm) ***

a

3 a

Align text to corporate logotype

2 a

Secondary information: Univers 55 
Roman, size 7 pt, leading 9.1 pt

Specifications for A4 Letterhead** Limitations for Body Text Space

Align text to corporate logotype

Body text: 
Arial Regular,  
size 10 pt, 
black 100%

50 mm

30 mm

A4 Follow Pages****

2 a

“News Release” (if applicable):  
all capitals, Arial Regular, size 12 pt, 
black 60%

Digital template available*

Note: If the legal entity name is included, it should 
be treated in the same typographic style as the 
other secondary information (in sentence case).

*Secondary information in the digital letterhead should be in the Arial typeface.

at least 37 mm

***The use of the tagline is acceptable. Please see 1.05 Taglines, p.17, for details.

Align page number to corporate logotype

****Follow specifications of A4 letterhead (without secondary information).

**US letter size should also follow A4 specifications.
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4.03 Envelopes

3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623, Japan
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 
www.tosoh.com 

3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623, Japan
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 
www.tosoh.com 

3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623, Japan
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 
www.tosoh.com 

C4 (for unfolded A4 paper)

C5 (for A4 paper folded in half)

DL (for A4 paper folded into thirds)

2 a

2 a

Secondary information: Univers 55 Roman, size 6 pt, leading 7.8 pt

Same specifications as C4 sizeThree standard envelope sizes are the basis for 
the envelope design. Window envelopes and 
different sizes are acceptable; however, please 
use these guidelines as a basis for the design 
and placement of the elements.

2 a
2 a

Secondary information:  
Univers 55 Roman, size 6 pt, leading 7.8 pt

Align text to corporate mark

Align text to 
corporate mark

Combination system (Tosoh symbol 9 x 9 mm, therefore a = 3 mm)

a

    Caution
Each national postage system has its own regulations for 
margin width, so please adjust the layout accordingly.

Combination system (Tosoh symbol 12 x 12 mm, therefore a = 4 mm)

2 a

2 a

*

*

*This depends on the national postage system regulations of your country.
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4.04 With Compliments Slips

With Compliments 

3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623, Japan
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 
info@tosoh.com  www.tosoh.com 

Combination system (Tosoh symbol 12 x 12 mm, therefore a = 4 mm)

3 a

Align text to corporate logotype

a

2 a

2 a

Secondary information: 

Univers 55 Roman, size 7 pt, leading 9.1 pt

Text: Univers 57 Condensed, size 9 pt

Horizontal center

Specifications for 210 x 100 mm Size
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4.05 Fax Header

Facsimile Transmission

Date:

Attention:
Company:
Fax: 
CC:

From:
E-mail: 
No. of pages (incl. this page):

Subject:

Message:

3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623, Japan
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 
info@tosoh.com www.tosoh.com 

3 a Combination system (Tosoh symbol 12 x 12 mm, therefore a = 4 mm)

3 a

Align text to corporate logotype

3 a

Secondary information: 

Arial Regular, size 9 pt, leading 11.7 pt

Specifications for A4 Fax Header (printed in one color: black)*

a

Arial Regular, size 10 pt, leading 13 pt

Arial Bold, size 10 pt, leading 13 pt

Digital template available

*US letter size should also follow A4 specifications.
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4.06 E-mail Signature Block

A consistent e-mail signature is 
necessary within the Tosoh Group.  
An e-mail signature is a block of HTML 
text appended to the end of an e-mail 
message, often containing the sender’s 
name, address, phone number, or 
other contact information. Most e-mail 
clients, including Microsoft Outlook 
and Eudora, can be configured to 
automatically append an e-mail 
signature with each new message. 
If additional information is required, 
such as a disclaimer for legal liabilities 
or a notification of virus scanning 
methods, please put this at the end of 
the signature.

~  Exceptions
The corporate logotype can be typed out in this 
instance, rather than using the fixed graphic.
Use of an authorized division tagline may be used 
in place of the corporate tagline, “The Chemistry 
of Innovation.”

John Smith, Ph.D., 
Project Manager

TOSOH CORPORATION
The Chemistry of Innovation

International Corporate Development, Japan
Direct: +81 (3) 5427 5118  Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198
www.tosoh.com

HTML/Rich Text Signature

Plain Text Signature

John Smith, Ph.D., 
Project Manager

TOSOH CORPORATION
The Chemistry of Innovation

International Corporate Development, Japan
Direct: +81 (3) 5427 5118  Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198
www.tosoh.com

HEX #666666

Arial Regular, 10 pt

(1 line)

Arial Bold, 10 pt (all caps)

Arial Regular, 9 pt
Arial Regular, 9 pt
Arial Regular, 9 pt

Arial Regular, 9 pt

Arial Regular, 9 pt

(1 line)

Arial Regular, 10 pt

(1 line)

Arial Regular, 10 pt (all caps)

Arial Regular, 9 pt
Arial Regular, 9 pt
Arial Regular, 9 pt

Arial Regular, 9 pt

Arial Regular, 9 pt

(1 line)
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Title of Presentation
Explanatory subtitle
March 15, 2008

2008/05/20 1

Additional text, Date
Author’s Name

Page

Molorperit prat. Duis amcore eu faccum dolor 
ipsum eui tem vero cortism oleniat. Laortie do 
doloreet lutpat, consectem dipit ad minibh euis.

Macinisi scipisi bla adit ad magnim am iliquam 
etumsandre er augiat praessi iuscil inci blamm 
vero cortism oleniat.

Tagline or Business UnitGROUP OR SUBSIDIARY NAME Tagline or Business UnitGROUP OR SUBSIDIARY NAME

Separations Business UnitTOSOH BIOSCIENCE The Chemistry of InnovationTOSOH CORPORATION

0

Treyikjhum Poilkert
Fredsa Bgerplo

Poiuytre Lkihgefd

60

120

180

240

300

0

8

16

24

32

40

03 04 05 06 2007

Poiukmun Litas

Minunyb Brvecws

0

Treyikjhum Poilkert
Fredsa Bgerplo

Poiuytre Lkihgefd Minunyb Brvecws

60

120

180

240

300

0

8

16

24

32

40

03 04 05 06 2007

Rore modolorer

Itvel er sit nim delese 

Confidential
Michael Kirkpatrick

Title of Presentation
Explanatory subtitle
March 15, 2008

2008/05/20 1

Additional text, Date
Author’s Name

Page

Molorperit prat. Duis amcore eu faccum dolor 
ipsum eui tem vero cortism oleniat. Laortie do 
doloreet lutpat, consectem dipit ad minibh euis.

Macinisi scipisi bla adit ad magnim am iliquam 
etumsandre er augiat praessi iuscil inci blamm 
vero cortism oleniat.

Tagline or Business UnitGROUP OR SUBSIDIARY NAME Tagline or Business UnitGROUP OR SUBSIDIARY NAME

Separations Business UnitTOSOH BIOSCIENCE The Chemistry of InnovationTOSOH CORPORATION

0

Treyikjhum Poilkert
Fredsa Bgerplo

Poiuytre Lkihgefd

60

120

180

240

300

0

8

16

24

32

40

03 04 05 06 2007

Poiukmun Litas

Minunyb Brvecws

0

Treyikjhum Poilkert
Fredsa Bgerplo

Poiuytre Lkihgefd Minunyb Brvecws

60

120

180

240

300

0

8

16

24

32

40

03 04 05 06 2007

Rore modolorer

Itvel er sit nim delese 

Confidential
Michael Kirkpatrick

Office Applications & Templates
4.07 Microsoft PowerPoint Presentations

PageTagline or Business UnitGROUP OR SUBSIDIARY NAME

PowerPoint Top Page Specifications

PowerPoint Top Page Example PowerPoint Follow Page Example

2 a
2 a

a

0.5 a

2 a

PowerPoint presentations should be clear and simple. Arial 
should be used as the main font for the roman alphabet 
(for foreign alphabets, please refer to 1.04 Typefaces for 
Foreign-Alphabet Fonts on p.16 for details). Body text is to 
be typed in sentence case (no full capitals). Avoid cluttered 
pages with charts and data and stick to the main points. If 
detailed supporting charts and graphs are needed, create 
PowerPoint notes to be handed out to the audience.

3 a

Tosoh symbol 15 x 15 mm, 
therefore a = 5 mm

Additional text (optional):
Arial Regular

Digital template available

3 a

~  Exceptions 
The corporate logotype and tagline may be typed out in this instance, 
rather than using the fixed graphic.

 Caution
Please note that while it is acceptable to use Tosoh red in charts and 
diagrams, black and tints of black are preferred for body text. Please 
follow the specifications in the PowerPoint template. Arial Bold, Black Arial Narrow, 

50% Black (optional)

Page number
Arial Bold

8 a

Titles: Arial Bold

Body text: Arial Regular

0.5 a

Line 0.5 pt

PowerPoint Follow Page Two-Column Example

Communication area
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4.08 Signage for Outdoor Placement

Every sign will have a different set of 
obstacles to overcome, including the 
size of its area and environmental 
conditions. It is important to 
maintain the integrity of the Tosoh 
brand by keeping things simple 
and by following the guidelines. 
For signage, the exclusion area is 
just one proportion of a. This is an 
exception to the rule.

Since signage projects are costly, 
please feel free to consult with 
the public relations manager 
in International Corporate 
Development, Tosoh Corporation, 
before embarking upon construction.

 Caution
If the corporate mark is contoured (or cut 
out, as in the photograph to the right), it is 
important that the square inside the Tosoh 
symbol also be cut out. 

Example of Acceptable Application Main Signage with Minimum White Space

a

a

a

a

a
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4.08 Signage with the Combination System

There may be occasions where the 
combination system requires slight 
modifications when used on signage. For 
example, there may be locations that house 
more than one subsidiary or company or that 
use multiple languages. Signage costs are 
high, so we recommend that these guidelines 
be followed on new signage or with updates.

Simple One-Name Sign (combination system)

Bilingual or Multiple-Name Signs

Technical Service Center

Separations Business Unit

Business Unit and Additional Text Sign*

Separations Business Unit

a

a

**Refer to 1.03 Combination System, page 13, for basic specifications.

Specifications**

Align

a

a

a

a

0.5 a
0.75 a

Align

a

a

a

0.5 a
0.75 a

*The group brand replaces the legal entity only for Tosoh Bioscience.

 Caution
It is crucial that the sign be placed on a white (or as near 
white as possible) wall or area. If this is not possible 
because of building regulations, please use the monotone 
version of the corporate mark so that it is all black.

~  Exceptions
The minimum exclusion area is one proportion of a for 
the area around the corporate mark.

(Double-line company 
name together with 
another company name)

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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Tosoh Corporate Mark on Glass Doors

Office Applications & Templates
4.08 Signage for Doors

 Caution
If the corporate mark is contoured (or cut out), 
it is important that the square inside the Tosoh 
symbol also be cut out.

If the glass on the door is mirrored or one-
way, please use the monotone version of the 
corporate mark or combination system.

Top of corporate 
mark to be 170 cm 
from floor

Centered

If contoured vinyl 
is used, please be 
sure to cut out the 
inside square too.

Tosoh symbol 
17 x 17 cm

Centered

a

2 a 2 a
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4.08 Signage for Vehicles

Keeping signage on vehicles as clean and simple as possible is the most 
effective way to maintain the integrity of the brand.

Because car, van, and truck designs differ, sometimes it won’t be possible 
to accommodate the exclusion area. Please leave enough space for a good 
balance (at least one proportion of a) and, most importantly, follow the 
guidelines for the combination system where used.

All Tosoh vehicles should be white.
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4.09 Name Tags

John Smith 
Manager
International Corporate Development
Tosoh Corporation

Name 
Position 
Company (if applicable) 

a

a

a 2 a

a

Name: 
Univers 55 Roman (Arial is 
an acceptable alternative), 
size 14 pt, leading 14 pt

Position and company:  
Univers 55 Roman (Arial is 
an acceptable alternative), 
size 8 pt, leading 11 pt

Please use these guidelines as a 
basis for the design of name tags 
regardless of their size.

~  Exceptions
The exclusion area is only one proportion of a 
for the area around the corporate mark.

Specifications for 82 x 23 mm Name Tag

Name Tag Example

Horizontal center

Tosoh symbol 12 x 12 mm, 
therefore a = 4 mm

Tom Smitherson

Manager
Tosoh America, Inc.

First name Last name

Position
Company (if applicable)

Specifications  
for 85 x 50 mm

Tosoh symbol 12 x 12 mm
2 a

2 a

Photograph

Univers/Arial Bold, size 12 pt
Univers/Arial Regular, size 9 pt

Tosoh Red Lanyard (no printing)

a
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4.10 Nameplates

For nameplates, a white background 
is preferred. If, however, premium-
quality nameplates are desired, 
silver or aluminum backgrounds are 
preferred over bronze or gold.

If a size different from that shown is 
used, please use these guidelines for 
the design.

~  Exceptions
The exclusion area is only one proportion of a 
for the area around the corporate mark.

John Smith 
Manager
International Corporate Development
Tosoh Corporation

Name 
Position 
Company (if applicable) 

Specifications for 210 x 41 mm Nameplate

Nameplate Example

a

a

a 2 a

a

Name: Univers 55 Roman (Arial is an acceptable alternative), size 28 pt 
Position and company: Univers 55 Roman (Arial is an acceptable alternative), size 14 pt

Horizontal center

Tosoh symbol 21 x 21 mm, 
therefore a = 7 mm
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4.11 Company Flag

 Exceptions
The exclusion area is only one proportion of 
a for the area above and below the corporate 
mark.

Specifications

a

a

a

Center alignment

~
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4.12 Labels

Labels should be kept simple, and the 
combination system should be used 
with consistency. The corporate font 
should always be used for text (see 1.04, 
page 14, for more details on fonts).

Tosoh symbol size in proportion to size 
of label (approximate sizes in mm)

Label size Tosoh symbol size

A4 (210 x 297) 18 mm

A5 (148 x 210) 15 mm

A6 (105 x 148) 12 mm

A7 (74 x 105) 9 mm

2 a

a

2 a

2 a

2 a

Label text area
Label text area

2 a

a

2 a

2 a

2 a

2 a

Horizontal Example Specifications Vertical Example Specifications

Combination system  
(Tosoh symbol fixed size depending on size of label)

Rule 0.5 pt thickness

The Chemistry of Innovation
www.tosoh.com

Label (business card size) Label Specifications

a

a

a

a
a

Text area

2 a

CD Label

Center alignment

a

Label text area

Combination system 
(Tosoh symbol 10 x 10 mm, 
therefore a = 3.33 mm)

Combination system 
(Tosoh symbol 9 x 9 mm, therefore a = 3 mm)

Align text to corporate logotype
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4.13 Templates

Digital templates are available for the following: 
- Microsoft PowerPoint presentations 
- Digital letterheads and follow pages 
- Fax headers 
- Email signature block

Please use the templates from the Tosoh Corporate Visual Identity 
Guidelines. If you do not have access to the templates on a local 
server, please contact the public relations manager in International 
Corporate Development, Tosoh Corporation.

All other office applications should be created using the  
specifications provided.

Michael Hoover 
Senior Manager 
International Corporate Development 
Tosoh Corporation 
3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623 
Japan 
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118  
Michael.Hoover@tosoh.com

Jeff Markley 
Global Web Brand Manager 
International Corporate Development 
Tosoh Corporation 
3-8-2, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623 
Japan 
Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118  
Jeff.Markley@tosoh.com
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Glossary

Tosoh Corporate Visual Identity Guidelines

Combination system The system that combines the corporate mark and  
 the corporate logotype into one unit.

Core elements Components that make up the essential, basic parts  
 of the Corporate Visual Identity Guidelines. These 
 elements apply to all design work regardless of media.

Corporate logotype The company or subsidiary name, displayed  
 in some cases in addition to the corporate mark.

Corporate mark  The main logo that visually identifies an organization.  
 Sometimes referred to as the signature logo, Tosoh’s 
 corporate mark consists of the Tosoh symbol and the 
 Tosoh logotype.

Design system A set of rules for using visual identity in marketing 
 communications materials. 

Office applications Items that are specifically for office use, such as 
 stationery and signage.

Signature system The system that shows how to display the corporate 
 mark and the corporate logotype on the same page but  
 as separate elements.

Tagline A phrase or sentence associated with a brand name.

Template A computer file that can be opened directly from a PC 
 and that provides a standard format for the creation of  
 media.

Tosoh logotype The text element (Tosoh) of the corporate mark.

Tosoh symbol The picture element of the corporate mark.

Visual identity The overall visual persona of a corporate brand that 
 expresses a company’s values and personality.
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Tosoh Corporate Visual Identity Guidelines
For More Information

For your convenience, digital files have been 
created for the corporate mark, corporate 
logotypes, and combination system.

Files are available in the following formats:
• eps (line based) 
• jpg (pixel based)

Queries
Should you have any questions regarding the 
contents of these guidelines, please contact 
the public relations manager in International 
Corporate Development, Tosoh Corporation.

Tel: +81 (3) 5427 5118 Fax: +81 (3) 5427 5198 
info@tosoh.com

Digital Files
• The corporate mark

Standard:
Standard CM (tosoh_cm_standard)

Additional:
One-color CM  (tosoh_cm_onecol) 
Monotone CM (tosoh_cm_mono)

• The corporate logotype (with various subsidiaries)  
and the combination system (with various subsidiaries)
Standard:
Tosoh Corporation (English) (tosoh_cl_standard) (tosoh_cs_standard) 

Additional:
Tosoh America, Inc. (tosoh_cl_america) (tosoh_cs_america) 
Tosoh Asia Pte. Ltd. (tosoh_cl_asiapte) (tosoh_cs_asiapte) 
Tosoh Bioscience (tosoh_cl_biosc) (tosoh_cs_biosc) 
Tosoh Corporation (Chinese) (tosoh_cl_chinese) (tosoh_cs_chinese) 
Tosoh Corporation (Japanese) (tosoh_cl_japanese) (tosoh_cs_japanese) 
Tosoh Europe B.V. (tosoh_cl_europe_bv) (tosoh_cs_europe_bv) 
Tosoh Europe N.V. (tosoh_cl_europe_nv) (tosoh_cs_europe_nv) 
Tosoh Finechem Corporation (tosoh_cl_finechem) (tosoh_cs_finechem) 
Tosoh F-Tech, Inc. (tosoh_cl_f-tech) (tosoh_cs_f-tech) 
Tosoh (Guangzhou) Chemical Industries, Inc. (tosoh_cl_guangz) (tosoh_cs_guangz) 
Tosoh Hellas A.I.C. (tosoh_cl_hellas) (tosoh_cs_hellas) 
Tosoh Nikkemi Corporation (tosoh_cl_nikkemi) (tosoh_cs_nikkemi) 
Tosoh Organic Chemical Co., Ltd. (tosoh_cl_orgchem) (tosoh_cs_orgchem) 
Tosoh Polyvin Corporation (tosoh_cl_polyvin) (tosoh_cs_polyvin) 
Tosoh Quartz, Inc. (tosoh_cl_quartzltd) (tosoh_cs_quartzltd) 
Tosoh (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. (tosoh_cl_shang) (tosoh_cs_shang)  
Tosoh SMD, Inc. (tosoh_cl_smdinc) (tosoh_cs_smdinc)
Tosoh SMD Korea, Ltd. (tosoh_cl_smdkor) (tosoh_cs_smdkor) 
Tosoh SMD Taiwan, Ltd. (tosoh_cl_smdtaiw) (tosoh_cs_smdtaiw) 
Tosoh SMD Shanghai Co., Ltd. (tosoh_cl_smdshang) (tosoh_cs_smdshang)
Tosoh Specialty Chemicals USA, Inc. (tosoh_cl_spechemus) (tosoh_cs_spechemus)
Tosoh USA, Inc. (tosoh_cl_usa) (tosoh_cs_usa)

• Taglines

Corporate Tagline (tosoh_corp_tag)


